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1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
Project Title:

Self-Help Enterprises Planada Housing
Project

Project Location:

Planada, California

Lead Agency Name and Address:

Merced County
Community and Economic Development
Department
2222 “M” Street
Merced, CA 95340

Contact Person and Phone Number:

Brian Guerrero, Planner III
Phone: (209) 385-7654

General Plan Designation:

Low Density Residential

Zoning:

R-1-5000, Single Family Residential

INTRODUCTION
This Initial Study was prepared in accordance with the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code Sections 1500 et seq.) to evaluate the
environmental effects of the Self-Help Enterprises Planada Housing project (Proposed
Project), which develop 76 single family homes on approximately 15.5 acres in the
community of Planada.
The Proposed Project is consistent with recently-adopted Planada Community Plan and
zoning for the project site. The County prepared a Program EIR (SCH #2016031032) for
the Planada Community Plan. The EIR and the Planada Community Plan was adopted
by the Board of Supervisors on March 28, 2016. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section
15168(c), when a Program EIR has been prepared, an additional environmental
document must be prepared for a later activity if the activity would have effects that were
not examined in the Program EIR. If, however, the later activity would not result in new
or more severe impacts (pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15162) and no new
mitigation measures would be required, then no new environmental document is
required for the later activity [CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(c)(2)].
This Initial Study evaluates the environmental effects of the Proposed Project, and the
extent to which the Proposed Project could result in significant environmental impacts
that were not identified in the Planada Community Plan EIR and/or that would be
substantially more severe than identified in that EIR. As discussed in detail in Chapter 3,
the Proposed Project would not result in any new or more severe significant effects.
Further, the applicant, Self-Help Enterprises, has agreed to implement all of the
mitigation measures identified in the Planada Community Plan EIR that are applicable to
the Proposed Project. Therefore, no additional environmental document is required.
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
PROJECT LOCATION
The project site is located on approximately 15.6 acres within the unincorporated
community of Planada, approximately 4 miles east of the City of Merced (see Figure 21).
The project site is bounded by East Childs Avenue on the north, Santa Fe Avenue on
the east, Topeka Street on the west, and single-family homes and vacant land on the
south. The Santa Fe railroad tracks run parallel to Santa Fe Avenue to the east (see
Figure 2-2).
The project site would be accessed from connections to Topeka Street and Santa Fe
Avenue (see Figure 2-3).

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
Planada is a small, primarily residential community surrounded by rural agricultural
operations typical of Merced County. The community serves largely as a bedroom
community for families working in the City of Merced, as well as home for agricultural
workers.
The project site is relatively flat, and at approximately 225 feet above mean sea level. It
is composed of vacant land that is not currently cultivated. There are no buildings or
structures on the project site. There are two agricultural wells on the project site, which
would be removed by the Proposed Project.
The project site is designated Low Density Residential in the Planada Community Plan
and zoned R-1-5000, Single Family Residential with 5,000 square foot lot minimum lot
size.
The Assessor’s Parcel Number is 037-242-001.
Surrounding land uses include an orchard and single-family homes to the south, singlefamily homes to the west, and homes, the Planada Community Services District offices
and agricultural silos and facilities (currently not in operation) to the north. The BNSF
rail line and the Oasis Foods facility (no longer in operation) are located to the east (see
Figure 2-4).

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
The Proposed Project would develop 72 single-family residences within the project site.
Residences would be single story, with three or four bedrooms and two bathrooms. The
size of the residences would range from approximately 1,100 to 1,450 square feet.
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2. Project Description

The project residences would be constructed through the Self-Help Enterprises (SHE)
mutual self-help program. Under this program, 8 to 12 families help each other build
their residences with skilled guidance from SHE construction staff. Each participating
family is required to contribute a minimum of 40 hours per week on all homes for a
period of 9 to 12 months. These labor hours, or “sweat equity”, are used as the down
payment on the new home, which reduces the cost of the home for the participating
family. All homes will be marketed to low-income households at or below 80 percent of
area median income (AMI).
No residential development would occur on Lot D, located at the southeast corner of the
project site (see Figure 2-3).
According to the 2010 Census, there were 4.1 persons per household in the community
of Planada. Assuming that future development would have a similar rate, the Proposed
Project could result in a population increase of up to approximately 295 people.
Relationship to 2016 Planada Community Plan
The Proposed Project is consistent with the adopted land use designation and zoning for
the project site. The Proposed Project would also be consistent with Community Plan
goals and objectives, and would implement the applicable Community Plan policies and
implementation measures and EIR mitigation measures.
Construction
It is anticipated that project construction would require approximately 15,400 cubic yards
of cut and 11,550 cubic yards of fill. It is anticipated that soils would be balanced on site,
and that no earth materials would be removed from the site.
Project construction would consist of clearing vegetation, grading, installation of streets
and utility lines, and construction of project homes. Buildout of the entire project site is
estimated to take 5 years.
Infrastructure
Access to the project site would be provided via connections to Santa Fe Avenue and
Topeka Street (see Figure 2-3). Frontage improvements would include a bike lane along
the Childs Avenue and Santa Fe Avenue, and sidewalks along Childs Avenue.
Sidewalks would also be provided along internal streets.
A 6-foot sound wall would be constructed along Childs Avenue, Santa Fe Avenue and a
portion of Street C, where it provides access to Santa Fe Avenue.
The Planada Community Services District (PCSD) provides water and sewer services to
the Planada community. The PCSD has 1,300 water connections. Domestic water is
provided entirely from groundwater wells. Six wells provide water supply to Planada,
with a peak capacity estimated to be approximately 4.3 million gallons per day (mgd).
Average usage is approximately 790,000 gallons per day although peak summer usage
is higher.
The PCSD provides wastewater service to approximately 1,811 connections, although
some connections serve multiple units on a parcel, and the District estimates 1,383
dwelling units were served as of 2015. Recently, the PCSD completed Phase 1 of an
upgrade to the wastewater treatment plant. The WWTP has a treatment capacity of 0.75,
but disposal capacity is limited to 0.58 mgd under Phase 1. Under Phase 2, the PCSD
Self-Help Enterprises Planada Housing Initial Study
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2. Project Description

would acquire additional agricultural land needed to bring treatment and disposal
capacity to a capacity of 0.75 mgd.
A comprehensive drainage system operated by Merced County serves the community,
with the exception of undeveloped properties. Drainage discharges into a dual-purpose
basin in the southwest portion of the town. This basin discharges to Miles Creek. The
project drainage system will connect to the County system.
The project site is located in a special flood hazard area. Project
construction
will
therefore comply with the Section 18.34.040 of the County Code, which requires that
buildings be elevated so that they would not be within the 100-year floodplain, and that
special materials and construction techniques be used to flood proof and protect
development in these areas.
Public Services
Elementary and middle school students living in housing developed on the project site
would attend the Planada Elementary School, which serves students in grades K
through 5, and Cesar Chavez Middle High School. High school students would attend Le
Grand High School in Le Grand.
The Merced County Fire Department provides fire, rescue and emergency medical
services to all unincorporated parts of the County, including Planada. Fire Station 86,
located on the corner of Sutter Street and Broadway, serves the project site.
The Merced County Sheriffs Department provides law enforcement services to Planada,
based out of the Sheriffs Department main office in the City of Merced. A Community
Law Enforcement Office (CLEO), staffed by community volunteer patrols, is located in
Planada on Highway 140.
Design Guidelines
Project home design will comply with the recently adopted 2016 Planada Community
Plan Community Character and Design Guidelines, which address architectural
character, site orientation, and neighborhood character, and Chapter 18.08.030,
Development Standards, of the Merced County Code, which addresses parcel size and
setbacks.
Off-Site Improvements
No offsite improvements, beyond connecting to existing roads and utility lines in adjacent
streets, are required to implement the Proposed Project.

PROJECT REVIEW AND APPROVAL
Lead Agency
In conformance with Sections 15050 and 15367 of the CEQA Guidelines, Merced
County has been designated the ‘lead agency,’ which is defined as the “public agency
which has the principal responsibility for carrying out or disapproving a project.”
CEQA Actions
Prior to approving the Proposed Project, the County must undertake CEQA review. In
this case, because the Proposed Project is consistent with the Planada Community Plan,
zoning and Planada Community Plan EIR, the County has prepared an Environmental
Self-Help Enterprises Planada Housing Initial Study
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Checklist evaluating the project-specific impacts of the project in order to determine
whether there would be any impacts that were not addressed within the Planada
Community Plan EIR (see Chapter 3). Because the Proposed Project would not result in
new or more severe significant impacts, no additional CEQA analysis is required. The
Proposed Project will comply with the PCP EIR mitigation measures identified in Chapter
3.
County Approvals
The following additional actions would be taken by Merced County in order to approve
the Proposed Project:
•
•

Approval of Major Subdivision Application No. MAS08-005, and
Design Review.

In addition, ministerial actions (which are not subject to CEQA) would include approval of
Improvement Plans, grading permits and building permits.
Other Agency Actions
Development of the Proposed Project would also require the following actions by
regulatory agencies.
•

•
•

SJVAPCD Rules. The construction of the Proposed Project may be subject to
SJVAPCD Rules and Regulations, including Regulation VIII (Fugitive PM10
Prohibitions), Rule 4101 (Visible Emissions), Rule 4102 (Nuisance) Rule 8021
(Construction, Demolition, Excavation, Extraction, and Other Earthmoving
Activities), Rule 4601 (Architectural Coatings), and Rule 4641 (Cutback, Slow
Cure, and Emulsified Asphalt, Paving and Maintenance Operations) and Rule
9510 (Indirect Source Review).
State General Construction Activity Storm Water Permit, issued by the State
Water Quality Control Board.
Can and Will Serve Letter for water and wastewater service from the Planada
Community Services District.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST

3. ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST

INTRODUCTION
The following Checklist contains the environmental checklist form presented in Appendix G of
the CEQA Guidelines. The checklist form is used to describe the impacts of the Proposed
Project. For this checklist, the following designations are used:
Potentially Significant Impact: An impact that could be significant, and that was not found to
be significant in the Planada Community Plan (PCP) EIR, and/or that would be substantially
more severe than identified in the Planada Community Plan EIR. If any new or substantially
more severe significant impacts are identified, then a Supplemental or Subsequent
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) must be prepared.
Impact for Which PCP EIR is Adequate: Impacts that would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level by mitigation measures contained in the PCP EIR. Significant impacts for which
a Statement of Overriding Considerations was adopted are also included in this category.
Less-than-Significant Impact: Any impact that would not be considered significant under
CEQA relative to existing standards, including those that were not previously identified in the
PCP EIR.
No Impact: The Proposed Project would not have any impact.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST

Issues

1.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

AESTHETICS.
Would the project:
a.

Have a substantial adverse effect
on a scenic vista?

£

£

¢

£

b.

Substantially damage scenic
resources, including, but not
limited to, trees, rock outcroppings,
and historic buildings within a State
scenic highway?

£

£

£

¢

c.

Substantially degrade the existing
visual character or quality of the
site and its surroundings?

£

£

¢

£

d.

Create a new source of substantial
light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime
views in the area?

£

£

¢

£

Discussion
Aesthetic impacts are discussed on pages 5-2 through 5-6 of the PCP Draft EIR.
Planada is a small rural community with a variety of housing types, schools, small retail stores
and several agricultural production facilities. The predominant land uses in Planada are lowdensity residential subdivisions. Most homes are one- or two-stories tall. Older homes are
located in the community core, with newer suburban-style homes in the western and southern
edges of the community (DEIR page 5-3).
Commercial buildings are also low in scale, typically small one-story buildings. These include
stores and other commercial buildings along SR 140 and in the older core of the town, for
example, along Broadway, Stanford Avenue and Sutter Street (DEIR page 5-3). Larger-scale
agricultural buildings, including silos, are located along the rail line.
Undeveloped agricultural land within Planada is located primarily south of Childs Avenue, west
of Plainsburg Road and east of Cody Avenue/Street (DEIR page 5-3).
Project Site
The project site is composed of vacant land. It is visible from adjacent roads, including East
Childs Avenue, Santa Fe Avenue, and Topeka Street. The site is also visible from homes along
Topeka Street and non-residential facilities to the north and east. The project site is relatively
flat, and covered in grasses and related ruderal plants. The site appears to be periodically
mowed or disked. There are no buildings or structures visible on the project site.
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Views from the project site include residences, agricultural land and facilities and transportation
facilities. The front yards, landscaping and single-story homes on Topeka Street are visible to
the west. Agricultural facilities can be seen to the north and east, including tall silos and the
former Oasis Foods facility, composed of long, single-story buildings. The rail line along Santa
Fe Avenue and crossing arms at the intersection of Santa Fe Avenue and East Childs Avenue
are also visible.
a., c.

There are no features within the Planada community that are specifically designated as
scenic resources in the County General Plan. However, the General Plan does state
that rural and agricultural landscapes provide the primary scenic resources in Merced
County (DEIR page 5-2). The primary roads for vehicles passing through Planada are
SR 140, Plainsburg Road and Santa Fe Avenue. The project site is not located near SR
140 or Plainsburg Road, so project development would not be visible from these
roadways. Santa Fe Avenue borders the project site to the east. Current views from
Santa Fe Avenue include farmland and residential subdivisions. Railroad tracks and
agricultural production buildings are also visible.
The view from this road would not
change substantially, because the Proposed Project would be an extension of existing
development along Santa Fe Drive in Planada.
The Proposed Project would change the visual character of the project site from vacant
land to single family homes. However, the project site is not a designated scenic
resource, and the new residences would be similar in scale and character to existing
neighborhoods in Planada, including contiguous development. Further more, the
Proposed Project must comply with the adopted Planada Community Plan Design
Guidelines (Chapter 3 of the PCP), which address site design, architectural styles and
neighborhood character for Low Density Residential development.
The Design
Guidelines are intended to ensure that new development is visually compatible with the
existing community. Planada would continue to look like a small rural town, and the
surrounding views of agricultural lands would not be impeded or altered. Therefore, this
impact is considered less than significant.

b.

There are no state highways with views of the project site. According to the Caltrans
official list of Designated Scenic Highways under the California Scenic Highway
Program, the highway closest to the project site, SR 140, is not an officially designated
State scenic highway (DEIR page 5-2). Therefore the project would have no impact on
scenic resources within a State scenic highway.

d.

Glare is caused by light reflections from pavement, vehicles, and building materials, such
as reflective glass, polished surfaces, or metallic architectural features. During daylight
hours, the amount of glare depends on the intensity and direction of sunlight. Glare can
be created from reflective building materials, such as windows or metallic architectural
features. As a low-density residential development, the Proposed Project would not
include the type of buildings that typically generates extensive glare. Further, the project
site is not easily seen from nearby roadways. Therefore, the Proposed Project would not
substantially increase the amount of glare in the project vicinity.
Construction of the Proposed Project would create additional light sources such as
building and street lighting. Artificial lighting from urbanized uses alters the rural
landscape and, in sufficient quantity, “lights up” the nighttime sky and reduces the
visibility of astronomical feature, such as stars and comets. Unshielded lighting from
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project uses could be visible from surrounding areas.
The Merced County Code
includes the following lighting standards (Section 18.41.060):
Exterior lighting shall be designed and maintained in a manner so that glare and
reflections are contained within the boundaries of the parcel, and shall be hooded
and directed downward and away from adjoining properties and public rights-ofway. The use of blinking, flashing or unusually high intensity or bright lights shall
not be allowed. All lighting fixtures shall be appropriate to the use they are
serving, in scale, intensity and height.
These standards must be implemented by new development within the project site,
including the Proposed Project, and would ensure that project development does not
include light that spills over onto adjacent properties. Downward-directed light would
also minimize the extent of “up-lighting” and the effect on night skies. For these reasons,
impacts from light and glare would be less than significant.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Issues

2.

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY RESOURCES:
In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources
are significant environmental effects, lead agencies may
refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and
Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by the California
Dept. of Conservation as an optional model to use in
assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland. In
determining whether impacts to forest resources,
including timberland, are significant environmental
effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled
by the California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection regarding the state’s inventory of forest land,
including the Forest and Range Assessment Project and
the Forest Legacy Assessment project; and forest carbon
measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols
adopted by the California Air Resources Board. Would
the project:

a.

Convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance (Farmland),
as shown on the maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program in the
California Resources Agency, to
non-agricultural use?

£

£

¢

£

b.

Conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?

£

£

£

¢

c.

Conflict with existing zoning for, or
cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code
section 12220(g)), timberland (as
defined by Public Resources Code
section 4526), or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined
by Government Code section
51104(g))?

£

£

£

¢

d.

Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to nonforest use?

£

£

£

¢

e.

Involve other changes in the
existing environment which, due to
their location or nature, could result
in conversion of Farmland, to nonagricultural use or conversion of
forest land to non-forest use?

£

£

¢

£
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Discussion
Agricultural resources are discussed in Section 4.1 of the PCP Draft EIR. As discussed on page
4.5-1 of the Draft EIR, according to the 2030 Merced County General Plan, agriculture is the
predominant economic segment in the County and accounts for more than 90 percent of all land
area. Merced County is ranked fifth among all counties in California and sixth in the nation in the
annual market value of farm products.
The Department of Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP)
identifies farmland that is lost and gained during two-year periods. Farmland monitoring is
dependent upon farmland classifications, which are largely based on soil surveys. Agricultural
land is quantified based upon acreage, and classified as Prime, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Local Importance. “Important Farmland” is
defined as Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance and Unique Farmland. The
project site is composed entirely of Farmland of Local Importance (DEIR Figure 4.1-1), which is
defined below:
Farmland of Local Importance
Land of importance to the local agricultural economy as determined by each county’s board of
supervisors and a local advisory committee. For Merced County, farmlands that have physical
characteristics that would qualify for Prime or Statewide except for the lack of irrigation water.
Also, farmlands that produce crops that are not listed under Unique but are important to the
economy of the county or city.

The project site is not a Williamson Act Contract property (DEIR Figure 4.1-2). There are no
dairies or other confined animal operations in proximity of the project site (DEIR page 4.1-12).
a.

The Planada Community Plan EIR found that the conversion of approximately 120 acres
of Prime Farmland would be a significant and unavoidable impact (Impacts 4.1-1 and
4.1-4, see DEIR pages 4.1-13 and 4.1-18, respectively). The project site is composed of
Farmland of Local Importance, which would be converted to urban uses under the
Proposed Project. Because Farmland of Local Importance is not considered “Important
Farmland”, its conversion would not contribute to the loss of Important Farmland in the
Planada community, and this impact would be less than significant.

b.

There are no Williamson Act contracts or land zoned for agricultural use adjacent to or
near the project site, as discussed in Impact 4.1-2 on DEIR page 4.1-14. Therefore, no
impact would occur.

c., d.

The project site does not contain any forest, so there would be no impact on forest
lands.

e.

Impact 4.1-3 on DEIR pages 4.1-15 through 4.1-17 addresses the potential for new
development in Planada to indirectly result in the loss of farmland. Although the project
site is not farmed at present, it is located adjacent to an active orchard to the south (see
Figure 2-4 in Chapter 2, Project Description). As discussed on page 4.1-15 of the Draft
EIR, agricultural parcels located near existing urban uses, particularly residential uses,
can have limited long-term viability for active agricultural activities due to urban edge
conflicts, stemming largely from the nuisance effects of routine agricultural operations to
residential neighbors due to noise, dust, odors, traffic, and the application of herbicides
and pesticides. These conflicts could increase costs to the agricultural operations, and,
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combined with rising land values for residential development, encourage the conversion
of farmland to urban or other non-agricultural uses. These incompatibilities can lead to
the premature conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses.
The orchard south of the project site is located within the PCP boundaries, and has been
designated for medium density residential development for over a decade. The current
zoning of the orchard parcel is R-3, which allows multifamily residential development.
The conversion of this parcel to urban uses is consistent with adopted plans and zoning,
and has been thoroughly considered by the County in the PCP EIR. Therefore, if the
Proposed Project did contribute to pressure to cease agricultural operations on the
parcel, the subsequent conversion to urban uses would not be unforeseen or premature.
The project site is approximately 1,000 feet from agricultural land outside of the PCP
boundaries, so incompatibilities between project residents and agricultural activities
outside of the PCP area would not occur. Further, the 2030 Merced County General
Plan and the PCP both include policies and programs specifically designed to minimize
urban edge conflicts between agricultural and residential land use. Proposals for new
development near ongoing agricultural operations outside of Planada would need to
demonstrate that they are consistent with land use policies and ordinances, such as the
Merced County Right-to-Farm, the Merced County Confined Animal Ordinance, and
Policy AG-3.4: Residential Buffers from Agriculture (RDR), before being approved and
constructed. For example, new development in these areas would need to provide a
200-foot buffer from adjacent agricultural lands, as required by Planada CPU
Implementation Measure 4.2. In addition, the Merced County Confined Animal
Ordinance states that new single-family residences, not a part of an existing animal
confinement facility, are prohibited within 1,000 feet of an existing facility. The project
site is not within 1,000 feet of such a facility. Further, the Merced County Right-to-Farm
ordinance specifically states that residents moving into areas where there are existing
agricultural activities, “should be prepared to accept inconvenience or discomfort from
normal, necessary agricultural operations.” The Planada CPU Policy LU 4.3 requires
screening and setbacks between non-residential and agricultural uses, which would also
reduce the potential for conflicts.
The Merced County Agricultural Commissioner enforces laws related to pesticide use,
which would minimize residents from exposure to pesticides.
These policies and programs would ensure that the Proposed Project and other
residential development within Planada would be compatible with surrounding
agricultural operations and would not result in the conversion of agricultural lands
outside of the PCP area. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Issues

3.

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

AIR QUALITY
Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air
quality management or air pollution control district may be relied upon to
make the following determinations:
Would the project:
a.

Conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the applicable air
quality plan?

£

¢

£

£

b.

Violate any air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality
violation?

£

¢

£

£

c.

Result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment
under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard
(including releasing emissions
which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?

£

¢

£

£

d.

Expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant
concentrations?

£

£

¢

£

e.

Create objectionable odors
affecting a substantial number of
people?

£

£

¢

£

Discussion
The PCP Draft EIR addresses Air Quality impacts in Section 4.2. One revision to Section 4.2
was made at the March 28, 2017, hearing on the PCP. The revision added an item to Mitigation
Measure 4.2-1 to make explicit that all projects in the PCP area would comply with the rules and
regulations of the San Joaquin Air Pollution Control District (SJVAPCD).
The project site is located in the San Joaquin Valley Air Basin (SJVAB). The SJVAB is the
second largest air basin by area in California, representing 16 percent of California’s geographic
area. Fresno, Western and Central Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and
Tulare counties are all within the SJVAB. The SJVAB is approximately 250 miles long and 35
miles wide. It is bordered to the east by the Sierra Nevada Mountains, the Coast Ranges to the
west, Tehachapi Mountains to the south and the Sacramento Valley to the north. The bowl
shaped topography inhibits pollutant movement out of the valley. (DEIR page 4.2-1)
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The pollutants of concern within the SJVAB, including within Planada, are O3 [including oxides
of nitrogen (NOX) and reactive organic gases (ROG)], CO, and PM. Principal characteristics
surrounding these pollutants are discussed on pages 4.2-2 through 4.2-4 of the Draft EIR. The
SJVAB is currently classified as a federal nonattainment area for Ozone, and PM2.5 and is a
nonattainment area at the state level for Ozone, PM10 and PM2.5 (DEIR page 4.2-6). These
are the pollutants of concern for the project site.
The Draft EIR also discusses Toxic Air Contaminants (TAC) that could occur within the
community (DEIR page 4.2-4).
a.-c. The PCP DEIR evaluates the potential conflicts with applicable air quality plans in Impact
4.2-1 on pages 4.2-18 through 4.2-20 and potential violations of air quality standards in
Impact 4.2-2 on pages 4.2-20 through 4.2-23 and Impact 4.2-5 on pages 4.2-26 and 4.227.
The Proposed Project would increase air emissions during both construction and
operation. The PCP Draft EIR estimated construction emissions in Table 4.2-6.
Emissions of NOx for the full Planada Community Plan, which includes the Proposed
Project, would exceed SJVAPCD thresholds, but with mitigation, the emissions levels
would be brought below the identified standards (DEIR page 4.2-21 and Table 4.2-7).
The Proposed Project would implement the applicable mitigation measure, shown below,
during project construction. Therefore, the Proposed Project would not generate
construction-related emissions beyond the levels identified in the PCP EIR.
The Proposed Project would also increase operational emissions due primarily to
transportation and energy use, particularly for heating and cooling. Operational
emissions for the PCP are shown in DEIR Table 4.2-8. Operational emissions of PM10,
ROG and NOx would exceed SJVAPCD thresholds. As shown in DEIR Table 4.2-9,
mitigation would reduce operational emissions of PM10 below the thresholds, but not
ROG or NOx. Therefore, the DEIR concludes that the impacts on air quality (Impacts
4.2-2 and 4.2-5) and compliance with air quality plans (Impact 4.2-1) would be significant
and unavoidable. The Board of Supervisors adopted a Statement of Overriding
Considerations, which found that the significant and unavoidable impacts of the PCP,
including increased air emissions, were outweighed by the benefits of the PCP. These
benefits include developing additional housing to meet growing demand; providing
additional affordable housing; furthering the preservation of open space and agriculture
by directing development to Urban Communities, such as Planada; assisting with
economic development; expanding public services and utilities; improving pedestrian
and bicycle safety throughout Planada; and revitalizing downtown Planada. The
Proposed Project would contribute to these benefits, particularly the provision of
additional housing stock and affordable housing, preserving agricultural land and open
space, and improving bicycle and pedestrian safety through the provision of sidewalks
and bike lanes.
The Proposed Project was assumed in the calculations of PCP air emissions, and would
contribute to the increased emissions of ROG and NOx. The Proposed Project would
implement Mitigation Measures 4.2-1(c), (d) and (e) to reduce operational emissions,
below. For example, through the Indirect Source Review, projects must demonstrate
that they will reduce operational NOx emissions by 33.3%.
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PCP Mitigation Measure 4.2-1
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

All onsite construction equipment shall use Tier 3 rated engines or have
emissions levels equivalent to or more stringent than that of Tier 3 rated
engines. During construction activities, the construction contractor shall
keep a record of the equipment used on site, including, at a minimum, the
type of equipment, its engine certification, and all maintenance records.
This measure would also apply to the expansion of the Planada WWTP to
from 0.75 mgd to 0.83 mgd.
All coatings used in the maintenance and upkeep of project development
shall contain 10 grams per liter or less of VOCs. These requirements shall
be written into any tenant agreements, including home-owner association
rules as applicable.
The Proposed Project shall not include any fireplaces or wood burning
stoves.
Implement Mitigation Measure 4.5-1(f): Transportation Demand Program.
All projects shall comply with applicable SJVAPCD Rules and
Regulations, including Rule 2201 for stationary sources and Rule 9510,
regarding Indirect Source Reviews.

While the above measures would reduce emissions, they would not fully offset
emissions of the Proposed Project. Therefore, the Proposed Project would continue to
contribute to the significant and unavoidable impacts on air quality. However, because
the Proposed Project emissions were considered in the total PCP emissions evaluated
in the PCP EIR, this is an impact for which the PCP EIR is adequate.
d.

The DEIR addresses localized pollutants, specifically carbon monoxide (CO) hotspots
and toxic air contaminants (TACs) in Impact 4.2-3 on pages 4.2-23 through 4.2-25.
CO Hotspots
Localized areas where ambient concentrations of CO exceed state and/or federal
standards are termed CO hotspots. Emissions of CO are produced in greatest quantities
from motor vehicle combustion and are usually concentrated at or near ground level
because they do not readily disperse into the atmosphere, particularly under cool, stable
(i.e., low or no wind) atmospheric conditions. Carbon monoxide decreased dramatically
in the SJVAB with the introduction of the catalytic converter in 1975. No exceedances of
CO have been recorded at monitoring stations in the SJVAB for some time and the
SJVAB is currently designated as a CO attainment area for both the CAAQS and
NAAQS. The SJVAB has been in attainment for so long that CO monitoring at the
majority of sites has been discontinued. (DEIR page 4.2-16) Nonetheless, consistent
with SJVAPCD guidelines, the PCP DEIR evaluated CO levels at the two intersections
projected to experience high levels of congestion (LOS D or worse).
As shown in DEIR Table 4.2-11 on page 4.2-25, the most congested intersections under
the PCP would not exceed the CO thresholds of 20 parts per million (ppm) for the 1-hour
standard or 9 ppm for the 8-hour standard. Because the PCP would not result in CO
levels about the applicable standard, the Proposed Project, which is part of the PCP,
would also not result in a violation. Therefore, the impact would be less than
significant.
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TACs
TACs are airborne substances capable of causing short-term (acute) and/or long-term
(chronic or carcinogenic) adverse human health effects (i.e., injury or illness). TACs can
be emitted from a variety of common sources, including gasoline stations, automobiles,
dry cleaners, industrial operations, and painting operations. There are almost
200 compounds that have been designated as TACs in California. The ten TACs posing
the greatest known health risk in California, based primarily on ambient air quality data,
are acetaldehyde, benzene, 1,3-butadiene, carbon tetrachloride, hexavalent chromium,
para-dichlorobenzene, formaldehyde, methylene chloride, perchloroethylene, and diesel
particulate matter. (DEIR page 4.2-4)
The DEIR analysis of toxic air contaminants (TACs) is qualitatively based on the type of
development anticipated to occur, and an assessment of future development’s
adherence to existing County General Plan policies and SJVAPCD regulations. With
respect to TACs, there are two types of scenarios that are considered--those new
projects that would place new toxic sources in the vicinity of existing receptors, and
development that would place new receptors within the vicinity of existing toxic sources.
(DEIR page 4.2-17)
There are no existing un-permitted TAC sources in Planada. The community is
surrounded by agricultural uses, which, with the exception of potential permitted
sources, are not TAC emitters. SR 140 transects Planada; however, SR 140 has a daily
volume of 13,425 cars and therefore is not considered a high volume roadway (greater
than 100,000 vehicles daily) that would generate substantial TACs. Additionally, the next
closest freeway is Highway 99, which is over six miles from Planada and is outside the
health risk zone of influence.
The PCP provides for development of residential, educational, commercial, and retail
land uses. The project site is located in proximity to existing and future residential and
business park land uses. These land uses do not typically result in the emission of
TACs with the exception of permitted sources (such as emergency generators, boilers,
or land uses such as gas stations). While it is unknown what permitted uses will
ultimately be developed, the requirement that any of the sources be permitted means
that the SJVAPCD would ensure that their emissions are mitigated to below regulatory
standards.
Because the Proposed Project would not be located in the vicinity of existing or future
TAC sources that would expose new sensitive receptors to excessive health risk, and as
a residential development the Proposed Project would not generate substantial TACs,
this impact would be less than significant.
e.

Potential exposure to odors is addressed in Impact 4.2-4 on pages 4.2-25 and 4.2-26 of
the DEIR. During construction, exhaust from equipment could produce discernible odors
typical of most construction sites. Such odors could be a temporary nuisance to adjacent
uses, but would be intermittent and would not affect a substantial number of people.
Additionally, odors dissipate with distance. Therefore these emissions would be minimal.
Land uses that are associated with odor complaints typically include agricultural uses
(animal husbandry), wastewater treatment plants, food processing plants, chemical
plants, composting, refineries, landfills, dairies, and fiberglass molding. As a residential
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development, the Proposed Project would not include those types of uses that have
been identified as being associated with odors.
The project site is surrounded by residential development, agricultural operations, and
open space. There are no dairies within two miles of the project site. Therefore, odors
associated with the surrounding agricultural land would be consistent with that
associated with construction, minor, temporary emissions from equipment exhaust.
While such odors could be a temporary nuisance to adjacent uses, it would be
intermittent and would not affect a substantial number of people.
Because the Proposed Project is not expected to result in substantial objectionable
odors or expose new residents to substantial sources of order, this would be a lessthan-significant impact.
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Issues

4.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES.
Would the project:
a.

Have a substantial adverse effect,
either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive,
or special status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

£

¢

£

£

b.

Have a substantial adverse effect
on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?

£

£

£

¢

c.

Have a substantial adverse effect
on federally protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act (including, but not limited
to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.)
through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other
means?

£

£

£

¢

d.

Interfere substantially with the
movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or
with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of wildlife nursery
sites?

£

£

£

¢

e.

Conflict with any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?

£

¢

£

£

f.

Conflict with the provisions of an
adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Conservation Community
Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

£

£

£

¢
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Discussion
Biological resources are addressed in Section 4.3 of the PCP Draft EIR, as revised in Chapter
2, Changes to the Draft EIR, of the Final EIR. A biological evaluation was prepared for the
project site.1 This report, in combination with the PCP EIR, provides the basis of the analysis of
biological impacts of the Proposed Project.
Planada has been largely disturbed by development and agricultural operations, so it supports a
much more limited range of biological habitat and special-status species than the county as a
whole. Most of the vegetation cover types that occur within the undeveloped portions of
Planada are associated with agricultural land cover, including orchard, disked land, row crop,
field crop and hay crop. Natural and semi-natural habitat types within Planada include only
willow riparian and annual grassland/weedy field. (DEIR page 4.3-1)
The PCP area contains habitat that could support a number of special-status species, including
two plant species (Merced phacelia and Sanford’s arrowhead), one invertebrate species (Valley
elderberry longhorn beetle), one amphibian species (Western pond turtle), Swainson’s hawk,
burrowing owl and other raptors, loggerhead shrike, four bat species and San Joaquin kit fox
(DEIR pages 4.3-4 through 4.3-11).
The Planada community also contains riparian habitat in proximity to Miles Creek, and some
grassland areas could contain seasonal wetlands (DEIR page 4.3-3).
Project Site Habitat
The project site occurs within the San Joaquin Valley subdivision of the California Floristic
Province and is dominated by agricultural land that appears to be periodically hay cropped,
mowed, or disked for weed abatement. As such, the dominant plant species on the project site
are strongly allied with ruderal (i.e., disturbed) habitats.2 Ruderal habitat is characterized by the
presence of non-native annual grasses and broad-leaved plants that undergo frequent
disturbance regimes (e.g., disking, grazing, spraying, grading, mowing). Perennial plants are
largely absent from ruderal habitats (again due to the disturbance regime). Native annual and
biennial plants can be present, but are usually lower in overall percentage of the absolute cover.
Dominant non-native grasses observed within the project site included rip-gut brome (Bromus
diandrus) and wild oat (Avena spp.).3
Two low-gradient swales are located within the project site. Sample points were taken within
these swales to determine if they could be jurisdictional wetlands. Neither hydrophytic
vegetation nor wetland hydrology were present at either sample point. Therefore, neither swale
is considered a wetland under State or federal jurisdiction. No other features within the project
site were identified that could be considered wetlands.4
Special-Status Species
The project site has been disturbed, and has limited habitat value. Most special-status animals
that could occur within the Planada community would not be expected to occur within the project
1
2
3
4

Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016.
Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016, page 3.
Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016, page 4.
Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016, page 4.
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site due to the limited habitat (almost exclusively ruderal), and because the project site is an
ecological island surrounded on all sides by existing urban and agricultural development. 5
Nonetheless, there are three species that could occur on the project site--Swainson’s hawk,
burrowing owl, and loggerhead shrike, each of which is described below.
Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni), a C a l i f o r n i a threatened raptor, is found in riparian
areas with suitable nest trees adjacent to prime foraging habitat (large, open grasslands or
lo w croplands). Nesting trees are often oaks, cottonwoods, walnuts or willows. Suitable
foraging grounds include native and non-native grasslands, lightly grazed pastures, and certain
grain and row croplands. Croplands in which prey is scarce or difficult to get at because of
the density of vegetative cover are unsuitable hunting grounds for the Swainson’s hawk. The
species is known to forage up to 10 miles from active nest sites. (DEIR pages 4.3-4 and
4.3-11)
No Swainson’s hawks have been observed or recorded on the project site, and no nesting
habitat is available on site. However, onsite habitat is suitable as foraging habitat for the
species, which has been documented nesting along Owens Creek approximately 4 miles from
the project site.6
Burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia), a California Species of Special Concern, feeds on
rodents, small reptiles, and large insects in annual grasslands, pastures, and ruderal vegetation.
They breed between March and August in burrows that they have taken over from ground
squirrels and other burrowing mammals. (DEIR page 4.3-11)
No evidence of burrowing owl was found on the project site. However, there is evidence of
California ground squirrel activity on the project site, such as burrows, which could be used by
burrowing owls. In addition, burrowing owls occasionally occur within lots surrounded by urban
development if the lot is large enough and supports an active prey base. Therefore, there is
some potential for burrowing owl to occur within the project site.7
Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus), a California Species of Special Concern, is a
common breeding resident and winter visitor in the open, lowlands and the Sierra Nevada and
Coast Range foothills. The species is highly associated with open landscapes and is usually
observed perching on a fence line along rural roadways. Nesting habitat is usually in densely
foliated shrubs and trees. Nest locations are based more on the degree of cover afforded than
by shrub or tree species. Breeding season begins in March and April and extends through
August. (DEIR page 4.3-11)
There is a Brazilian pepper tree along the western boundary of the project site. This tree
provides suitable nesting habitat for loggerhead shrike. The remainder of the project site is
ruderal, which could provide a suitable prey base (e.g., grasshoppers and other large insects)
for the bird. No evidence of bird nests were found in the Brazilian pepper tree, but that does not
preclude nesting in future nesting seasons. Therefore, there is potential for loggerhead shrike to
occur within the project site.8
5
6
7
8

Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016, page 5.
Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016, page 5.
Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016, page 5.
Bumgardner Biological Consulting, letter report to Adrienne Graham, November 30, 2016, page 6.
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a.

The project site has been largely disturbed due to agricultural activities. Nonetheless, the
project site could provide habitat for several special-status bird species that occur within
annual grasslands and weedy fields, specifically Swainson’s hawk, burrowing owl and
loggerhead shrike.
Nesting Birds
Grassland and weedy fields can provide foraging habitat for raptors such as Swainson’s
hawk and burrowing owl, in large part due to the colonization of these areas by ground
squirrels, which are prey for these raptors. Burrowing owls use these areas for foraging,
burrows and nesting, but in closer proximity to their burrows. Swainson’s hawks forage
as much as ten miles from their nesting site, and are known to nest within 10 miles of the
project site. Swainson’s hawk could nest within trees located near the project site. Other
urban-tolerant raptors and species such as loggerhead shrike can nest in trees or annual
grassland/weedy fields. Because these birds are urban-tolerant, they might choose to
nest or forage in the project site even though it is bordered on three sides by residential
development.
If protected species are present on the project site, their nests, eggs, or young birds
could be destroyed during site clearing or development activities. This would be a
significant impact.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measures 4.3-4 (a)(i) through (iii) and (b)(i) through (iii) require that
the project site be surveyed for nests immediately prior to construction activities, and if
any active raptor, loggerhead shrike or migratory bird nests are found, the nests must be
protected until the young have fledged. If burrowing owls, which nest on the ground, are
found, their burrows must be protected, and a buffer zone established. The owls could
be relocated (if necessary), but only outside of the breeding season. These measures
would ensure that the owls are not disturbed during the nesting season, that adult and
young are protected from direct harm, and that, if the burrows are to be destroyed, they
are relocated to appropriate habitat. Therefore, impacts on nesting birds would be less
than significant with mitigation, and this is an impact for which the PCP EIR is
adequate.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.3-4(a) and (b)
(a) Raptor and Loggerhead Shrike Nesting Habitat
(i)

Prior to development of undeveloped parcels and parcels that that contain
mature trees and/or dense shrubbery, preconstruction surveys for nesting
special-status birds (loggerhead shrike, Swainson’s hawk and other raptors
except burrowing owl), raptors protected under Section 3503.5 of the
California Fish and Game Code, and other migratory birds shall be
conducted prior to any vegetation clearing or other ground disturbance
associated with the Proposed Project. The preconstruction surveys shall
be conducted by a qualified consulting biologist under a two-visit protocol
with the first visit occurring no more than 14 days prior to initiation of project
construction. The second visit shall occur within the three days prior to
initiation of the project. If no nesting raptors, migratory birds or specialstatus birds are identified, then no further action is required. This measure
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does not apply to land that is urban infill (defined as being surrounded on all
sides by existing development).
( i i ) If nesting Swainson’s hawks are found, project construction shall not be
initiated until it can be demonstrated by a qualified biologist that the youngof-the-year are no longer dependent upon the nest site.
If other nesting raptors are found, an exclusion zone around each nest
shall be established such that no project disturbance occurs within 300 feet
of the nests until the young-of-the-year are no longer dependent upon the
nest site. Lastly, if other nesting migratory or special-status birds are
found, an exclusion zone around each nest shall be established that
precludes any project disturbance within 100 feet of the nests until the
young-of-the-year are no longer dependent upon the nest site.
Alternatively, project construction may be delayed until after August 15,
when all local nesting birds are assumed to have completed nesting.
(iii) If project construction com m ences after August 15, when all local
nesting birds are assumed to have completed nesting, no surveys would be
required.
(b) Burrowing Owls
(i)

Prior to construction on undeveloped and/or fallowed agricultural parcels
(except orchards) a qualified biologist shall conduct pre-construction
surveys prior to any ground disturbance. All surveys shall be conducted in
accordance with Appendix D, Breeding and Non-breeding Season Surveys
and Reports, of the 2012 CDFG Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation.
If no burrowing owls are present, no additional mitigation is required. This
measure does not apply to land that is urban infill (defined as being
surrounded on all sides by existing development) or land that has been in
continuous and recent agricultural production.

(ii)

If burrowing owls are present, the project proponent shall notify the County
and CDFW. A qualified biologist shall implement a routine monitoring
program and establish a fenced exclusion zone around each occupied
burrow. No construction activities shall be allowed within the exclusion
zone until such time that the burrows are determined to be unoccupied.
The buffer zones shall be a minimum of 150 feet from an occupied burrow
during the non-breeding season (September 1 through January 31), and a
minimum of 250 feet from an occupied burrow during the breeding season
(February 1 through August 31).

(iii)

The biologist shall prepare a mitigation plan that provides for onsite
avoidance and/or relocation to ensure that no burrowing owl is harmed. The
mitigation plan shall be reviewed and approved by CDFW. If occupied
burrows must be destroyed, no destruction of burrows shall occur during
the breeding season. Burrows may be destroyed during the non-breeding
season, pursuant to the mitigation plan.
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Foraging Habitat for Swainson’s Hawk
Swainson’s hawk is known to forage up to 10 miles from nesting sites, and nests have
been recorded within 10 miles of the project site. The conversion of substantial swaths of
foraging habitat is a significant impact.
The project site contains approximately 9 acres of land that could be suitable habitat for
Swainson’s hawk. PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.3-4(c) requires that lands suitable for
Swainson’s hawk foraging be placed into conservation easements at a ratio based on
the distance to the closest active next, consistent with CDFW protocols. While there
would still be a net loss of habitat, at present there is substantial amount of suitable
foraging habitat surrounding the project site in the form of pasturelands and grasslands.
For example, in 2014 there were over 500,000 acres of grazing land in Merced County
(DEIR page 4.3-26). By protecting a portion of this habitat from development, this
measure would ensure that the Proposed Project would not substantially reduce the
amount of acreage available for foraging under existing conditions. Therefore, this
impact would be less than significant with mitigation, and this is an impact for which
the PCP EIR is adequate.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.3-4(c)
(c) Swainson’s Hawk Foraging Habitat
For projects that would disturb more than 1 acre of grassland or agricultural land
other than orchard that is suitable Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat, the project
proponent shall preserve annual grasslands or other suitable raptor foraging habitat.
The compensation for the loss of suitable foraging habitat shall be consistent with the
following guidelines: 1.5 acres of protected suitable habitat for each 1 acre
impacted within 1 mile of an active nest site; 0.75 acre of protected suitable habitat for
each 1 acre impacted between 1 and 5 miles of an active nest site; and 0.5 acre of
protected suitable habitat for each 1 acre impacted between 5 and 10 miles of an
active nest site (as approved by the County and CDFW). Preservation may occur
through either:
•

Payment of a mitigation fee to Merced County through a negotiated
agreement between the County, project proponent, and CDFW. The monies
would be paid to a qualified non-profit land trust and/or held in a trust fund or
similar mechanism, and used to preserve mitigation land through the
purchase, monitoring, maintenance, and remediation of lands that supports
suitable foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawk (consistent with CDFW
guidelines); or

•

Purchase of conservation easements or fee title to suitable Swainson’s hawk
foraging habitat to protect the habitat from urban development.

This measure may be satisfied through conservation easements acquired to offset
the loss of agricultural land, as described in Impact 4.1-1, if the easements are for
lands that provide suitable foraging habitat for Swainson’s hawk, subject to approval
by CDFW. [Note: Mitigation Measure 4.1-1 does not apply to the Proposed Project,
so this provision is not applicable]
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b., c.

The project site does not contain creeks or riparian habitat. As discussed above, the
project site does contain two swales, but neither would be considered a wetland under
State or federal jurisdiction. Therefore, the Proposed Project would have no impact on
sensitive habitats and/or wetlands.

d.

The project site is surrounded on three sides by urban and agricultural development, and
does not contain any other drainages or features that would be used as wildlife corridors.
The project site does not contain habitat that would be used as a nursery site, except for
the nesting habitat for loggerhead shrike described in Item a, above. Therefore, there
would be no impact.

e.

The County General Plan contains policies intended to protect biological resources
within the county, including special-status species (DEIR page 4.3-16). The mitigation
measures identified in Item (a) would ensure that the Proposed Project would be
consistent with these policies. The County does not have any adopted ordinances or
programs for protection of biological resources in the unincorporated areas of the
county. Therefore, with mitigation, the Proposed Project would not result in conflicts with
local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, and this is an impact for
which the PCP EIR is adequate.

f.

No adopted Habitat Conservation Plans, Natural Conservation Community Plans, or
other approved local, regional, or state Habitat Conservation Plans have been adopted
that cover the project site or immediate vicinity. Therefore, the Proposed Project would
not conflict with such plans and there would be no impact.
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Issues

5.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

CULTURAL RESOURCES.
Would the project:
a.

Cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a
historical resource as defined in
15064.5?

£

£

£

¢

b.

Cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant
to 15064.5?

£

¢

£

£

c.

Directly or indirectly destroy a
unique paleontological resource or
unique geologic feature?

£

¢

£

£

d.

Disturb any human remains,
including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries.

£

¢

£

£

Discussion
Cultural resources are evaluated in Section 4.4 of the PCP Draft EIR, as revised in Chapter 2,
Changes to the Draft EIR, of the Final EIR. A cultural resource survey was also conducted for
the project site.9 The survey and the EIR provide the basis of the following analysis.
Northern Valley Yokuts
Merced County is in an area that was the territory of the Penutian-speaking Northern Valley
Yokuts. The Yokuts Indians originally inhabited all of the San Joaquin Valley, including the area
that became Merced County. Yokut villages were typically located near principal waterways.
The Yokuts subsisted on the varied food sources available in the San Joaquin Valley. Acorns
were a central food source, along with gathered wild seeds and other vegetable foods. These
food sources were supplemented by game, wild fowl, small mammals, fish, shellfish and turtles.
With the arrival of the Spanish, the Yokuts were forcibly relocated to missions, and their
population began to decline. An outbreak of malaria in 1833 reduced the population by 75%.
The 1849 gold rush and increasing European settlement of the Central Valley further reduced
the Yokuts population. (Draft EIR page 4.4-1)
No prehistoric or historic archaeological resources have been reported to the Central California
Information Center, and there are no known Yokuts sites in the Planada Community Plan area
(DEIR page 4.4-1).
Merced County
European settlement of the Merced County area began with four Mexican land grants in the
9

Peak and Associates, Inc., Cultural Resource Assessment of the Planada Self-Help Housing Project, October 7,
2016.
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1840s. Settlement accelerated with the discovery of gold in California. As the gold rush
subsided, many turned to agriculture. Merced County was formed in 1855 from a portion of
Mariposa County. (DEIR page 4.4-1)
The Central Pacific Railroad entered Merced County in 1872, providing connections to markets
in the north and south, and, farther afield, the east. By 1874 much of the county was under
cultivation, with wheat being a major crop. Herds of cattle occupied the uncultivated grasslands.
Reservoirs were constructed to control flooding, and to provide water during the dry season
through an extensive irrigation system. The majority of land in the county, over 80 percent,
continues to be classified “farmland” to the present time. (DEIR page 4.4-1)
Community of Planada
Like many other Central Valley communities, Planada’s origin is tied to development of the
railroad in the Central Valley in the late 1800s. The Community of Planada was originally
recorded as the Town of Geneva in the Spring of 1896, which was the name of the local railway
station for the San Francisco and San Joaquin Valley Railway. The rail line that runs through
Planada is now owned by the Burlington-Santa Fe Railroad (formerly Atchinson, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad). (DEIR page 4.4-2)
By the early 1900s, the downtown district along Broadway was home to a bank, real estate
office and a prominent hotel. Over time, Planada became an agribusiness center for the
surrounding agricultural industries. Following World War II, the population of Planada increased
as farm laborers from Mexico arrived and settled in Planada, many working in the nearby Del
Monte Corporation peach orchards and canneries. (DEIR page 4.4-2)
Planada has expanded to include land south of the rail line. Since 1980, growth in Planada has
predominately extended south of Childs Avenue, west of Plainsburg Road and south of Topeka
Street, east of Plainsburg Road. (DEIR page 4.4-2)
Project Site
According to the Central California Information Center the PCP area is considered to have
moderate to sensitivity for prehistoric and historic archaeological resources, as well as historic
buildings. The area around Miles Creek is considered to have high archaeological sensitivity for
both surface and subsurface prehistoric resources. (DEIR page 4.4-2). The project site is not
located near Miles Creek.
The project site was subjected to a complete field survey in September 2016. Soil visibility was
excellent due to disking and a worn pedestrian path through the project site. No prehistoric or
historic cultural resources were encountered during the field survey.10
a.

Historic buildings and other historic resources are evaluated in Impacts 4.4-2 and 4.4-5
(cumulative impacts) of the PCP DEIR. No buildings would be removed as part of the
Proposed Project, so there would be no impact on historic buildings. Mitigation
Measure 4.4-2, which addresses the potential loss of or damage to buildings, would
therefore not apply to the Proposed Project.

10 Peak and Associates, Inc., Cultural Resource Assessment of the Planada Self-Help Housing Project, October 7,
2016, page 8.
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b., d.

Archaeological resources are evaluated in Impacts 4.4-1 and 4.4-4 (cumulative) on
pages 4.4-9 through 4.4-11 and 4.4-13 and 4.4-14 of the PCP Draft EIR.
No prehistoric resources have been recorded in the Planada community or surrounding
vicinity. A survey of the project site did not identify any historic or prehistoric resources.
No sacred lands have been recorded in the project site. The County notified local tribes
of the PCP during its review process, and did not receive any requests for consultation.
For these reasons, no impacts on sacred lands are anticipated.
Even though the field survey did not identify any cultural resources on the surface, there
could be subsurface resources. Excavation and grading activities could destroy or
disturb subsurface cultural resources, if present, which would be a significant impact
(Impact 4.4-1).
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.4-1 addresses the potential damage to or destruction of
cultural resources within the PCP area. Mitigation Measure 4.4-1(a) requires an
archaeological survey, which has already been prepared for the project site. Therefore,
Mitigation Measure 4.4-1(a) no longer applies to the Proposed Project.
Mitigation Measures 4.4-1(b) and (c) would apply to the Proposed Project. Mitigation
Measure 4.4-1(b) would ensure that subsurface archaeological resources, if
unexpectedly encountered during construction, are identified before they can be
damaged or disturbed by construction activities, and that they are treated appropriately
after discovery. State law requires that, if human remains are discovered, the County
Coroner must be notified, as indicated in Mitigation Measure 4.4-1(c). If the Coroner
determines that the remains are Native American, the most likely descendent must be
consulted regarding appropriate re-interment. These measures would reduce the impact
on archaeological resources to less than significant, and ensure that the project
contribution to cumulative impacts on archaeological resources would not be
considerable after mitigation. Therefore, this is an impact for which the PCP EIR is
adequate.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.4-1
Note that, as discussed above, Mitigation Measure 4.4-1(a) is no longer
applicable to the Proposed Project.
(b)

If a monitoring archaeologist or a member of the construction team believes
that an archaeological resource has inadvertently been uncovered, all
work within 50 feet of the discovery shall cease, and a qualified
archaeologist shall be notified immediately. Appropriate steps shall be
taken, as directed by the archaeologist, to protect the discovery site. The
area of work stoppage shall be adequate to provide for the security,
protection, and integrity of the archaeological resources in accordance
with federal and State Law, and at a minimum shall be 50 feet from the
discovery. Vehicles, equipment, and unauthorized personnel shall not be
permitted to traverse the discovery site. Any artifacts and/or sites that
are uncovered shall be recorded, preserved in situ and/or donated to an
appropriate organization or archive, according to the recommendations of
the archaeologist.
For resources of Native American origin, the
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geographically culturally affiliated Native American tribe(s) shall be
contacted to request input regarding the disposition of the resource.
(c)

c.

If human remains are discovered or uncovered during any phase of
construction, all ground-disturbing activity within 50 feet of the remains
shall be halted and the County Coroner shall be notified immediately,
according to Section 5097.98 of the State Public Resources Code and
Section 7050.5 of California’s Health and Safety Code. If the remains are
determined by the County Coroner to be Native American, the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC) shall be notified within 24 hours
to request the names of the most likely descendent(s), and Public
Resources Code Section 5097.98 shall be adhered to in the treatment
and disposition of the remains. The approved treatment and disposition of
the remains shall be implemented before the resumption of grounddisturbing activities within 50 feet of where the remains were discovered.

Paleontological resources are addressed in Impacts 4.4-3 and 4.4-6 (cumulative) of the
PCP DEIR. Paleontological resources are any fossilized remains, traces, or imprints of
organisms preserved in or on the earth’s crust, that provide information about the history
of life on earth and its evolution, with the exception of archeological resources.
Paleontological specimens have been found in western Merced County and could be
present elsewhere in the county. (DEIR page 4.4-3)
The project site is underlain by the Modesto formation, which consists of sands and
gravels, with silty sand and sandy mud overbank deposits forming a thin veneer over
the older Riverbank Formation. Within the San Joaquin Valley, 27 fossils have been
reported from six locations of Modesto Formation. Therefore, the Modesto formation has
the potential to contain paleontological resources, but given the relatively low number of
recorded sites in the county, that potential would not be considered high. (DEIR page
4.4-4)
The type of development that would be undertaken for the Proposed Project would not,
for the most part, require extensive excavation. Buildings would not be likely to have
basements, but excavation would be needed for utility lines and grading.
If
paleontological resources were present under the project site, they could be disturbed by
excavation, which would be considered a significant impact.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.4-2 addresses effects on paleontological resources.
Mitigation Measure 4.4-2 would ensure that if paleontological resources are uncovered
during construction, all work would cease until the resource could be evaluated by a
qualified paleontologist, and provisions made for the appropriate disposition of the
resource. The measure would protect such resources from destruction, so the impact
would be less than significant, and the project contribution to cumulative impacts on
archaeological resources would not be considerable after mitigation. Therefore, this is an
impact for which the PCP EIR is adequate.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.4-2
If paleontological resources (e.g., fossils) are discovered during construction, the
contractor shall immediately cease all work activities in the vicinity (within
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approximately 100 feet) of the discovery. After cessation of excavation the
contractor shall immediately contact the County. The potential paleontological
resource(s) during construction shall be evaluated by a qualified paleontologist. If
it is determined that the project could damage a unique paleontological resource
(as defined pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines), mitigation shall be implemented in
accordance with PRC Section 21083.2 and Section 15126.4 of the CEQA
Guidelines. If avoidance is not feasible, the paleontologist shall develop a
treatment plan in consultation with the County. The contractor shall not resume
work until authorization is received from the County.
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Issues

6.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

GEOLOGY AND SOILS.
Would the project:
a.

Expose people or structures to
potential substantial adverse
effects, including the risk of loss,
injury, or death involving:

i.

Rupture of a known earthquake
fault, as delineated on the most
recent Alquist - Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial
evidence of a known fault? Refer
to Division of Mines and Geology
Special Publication 42.

£

£

¢

£

ii.

Strong seismic ground shaking?

£

£

¢

£

iii.

Seismic-related ground failure,
including liquefaction?

£

£

¢

£

iv.

Landslides?

£

£

¢

b.

Result in substantial soil erosion, or
the loss of topsoil?

£

£

¢

£

c.

Be located on a geologic unit or soil
that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the
project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction
or collapse?

£

£

¢

£

d.

Be located on expansive soils, as
defined in Table 18-1-13 of the
Uniform Building Code (1994),
creating substantial risks to life or
property?

£

£

¢

£

e.

Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks
or alternative wastewater disposal
systems where sewers are not
available for the disposal of
wastewater?

£

£

£

¢

£
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Discussion
Impacts resulting from geologic and soils characteristics are addressed on pages 5-5-14
through 5-16 of the PCP Draft EIR. A geotechnical study was prepared for the project site, and
included a site reconnaissance, borings to evaluate subsurface conditions, laboratory tests on
soil samples, evaluation of data, and recommendations to address on site soil conditions.11 This
study, along with the PCP EIR, provides the basis of the following discussion.
a.i-iii,
c.
Seismic Activity
Like much of California, Merced County is subject to seismic activity, although the risk
associated with seismic hazards is low, due to the distance between developed areas
and active earthquake faults. According to the Merced County General Plan, the only
fault known to be located within the county is the “Ortigalita” fault, which bisects the
Coast Range in a northwesterly direction. This fault has not been active in recorded
history, but it could become active again. This is the only fault identified in the county
that is on the Alquist - Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map. (DEIR page 5-15)
There are no active fault traces in the project vicinity.12 There are several faults outside
of but near the county, including the San Andreas, 15 miles to the west of Merced
County, the Hayward and Calaveras faults to the northwest, the White Wolf, Garlock
and Sierra Nevada faults to the south, and the Bear Mountain Fault Zone, approximately
5 miles east of the county. (DEIR page 5-15)
The project site is in an area with a “maximum expectable earthquake intensity” of “II:
Moderate severity moderate probable damage”. Because of the distance from known,
active faults, in most earthquakes only weaker, masonry buildings would be damaged,
although shaking could be felt in very infrequent earthquakes. (DEIR page 5-15)
Liquefaction is a phenomenon whereby granular soil (i.e., silt and sand) is transformed
from a solid state into a liquid state (e.g., quicksand) as a result of an increase in porewater pressure due to an earthquake. Liquefaction would most likely occur in watersaturated silts, and in sands and gravels having low to medium density. Due to the
density of the soil and the relatively low potential for seismic shaking to occur in project
site, the potential for soil liquefaction is considered low. (DEIR page 5-15)
Construction contractors are required to comply with the California Building Code (Title
24) to ensure that a project is designed and constructed to meet applicable seismic
safety standards. In compliance with these standards, the contractor would identify
appropriate features to be incorporated into project design to minimize risk of damage
from liquefaction. (DEIR page 5-15) The Proposed Project would be required to comply
with Title 24, which contains seismic safety requirements and construction and design
standards to reduce risks associated with subsidence and liquefaction. Therefore,
11 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Geotechnical Engineering Division, Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Proposed
Multi-Family Residential Development, Childs and Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, June 13, 2005, page
2.
12 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Geotechnical Engineering Division, Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Proposed
Multi-Family Residential Development, Childs and Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, June 13, 2005, page
3.
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impacts associated with seismic risk, including fault rupture, seismic ground shaking,
seismic ground failure due to the liquefaction of soils, would be considered less than
significant.
a.iv.

The project site and surrounding areas are relatively flat, with minimal slopes. The
project site does not contain any steep slopes or other features that could result in
landslide or mudflow hazards. Therefore, risks to people from landslides or mudflows
would not result due to implementation of the Proposed Project, and no impact would
occur.

b.

Earth-disturbing activities could result in erosion during construction. However, as
discussed in Item 8(a)(c)(f), new development associated with the Proposed Project
would be required to obtain and comply with the State General Construction Activity
Stormwater Permit, which requires use of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to
prevent eroded soils and other contaminants from entering surface waters. Because the
Proposed Project would be required to comply with erosion reduction and sediment
control measures, it would not result in substantial erosion. Therefore, this is a lessthan-significant impact.

d.

Soil characteristics, such as expansive soils, which increase and decrease in volume in
response to changes in water content, could create a geologic hazard. Geologic and
soil conditions can vary from site to site. According to the geotechnical study, surface
soils at the project site consist of 6 to 12 inches of very soft sandy clay, which are
disturbed, have low strength characteristics and are highly compressible when
saturated. Below the surface soils, there were approximately 3 to 4 feet of firm/loose to
hard/very dense sandy clay, silty clay or sandy silt. These soils are moderately strong
and slightly compressible, and have a high potential for expansion. With the exception
of the expansive clayey soils and loose surface soils, the report concluded that site soils
appeared conducive to development. It was recommended that these soils be
recompacted, and that special measures be used to reduce soil movement.13
The Merced County Code (Section 16.16, Building Code) incorporates the International
Building Code, as amended by the State government. The IBC contains provisions to
ensure that buildings are designed and sited properly to protect against geologic and
unstable soils condition. Compliance with the County Code would require that
appropriate features are incorporated into building design to minimize risk of damage
due to geological hazards, such as expansive soils, including the measures identified in
the geotechnical study prepared for the project site. Compliance with the County
Building Code would ensure that risks associated with geologic and soils hazards would
be minimized, so this is considered a less-than-significant impact.

e.

The Proposed Project would connect to the wastewater conveyance system of the
Planada Community Services District (PCSD). Wastewater would be treated at the
Planada wastewater treatment plant. There would be no septic systems associated with
the Proposed Project. Therefore, no impact would occur.

13 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Geotechnical Engineering Division, Geotechnical Engineering Investigation, Proposed
Multi-Family Residential Development, Childs and Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, June 13, 2005, page
4.
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which PCP EIR
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Less-than
Significant
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No
Impact

7.
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS.
Would the project:
a.

Generate greenhouse gas emissions,
either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?

£

¢

£

£

b.

Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse
gases?

£

¢

£

£

Discussion
Greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) are addressed in Section 4.5 of the Draft EIR, as revised in
Chapter 2, Changes to the Draft EIR, of the Final EIR.
Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are called GHGs. The main concern is that increases in
GHG concentrations in the Earth’s atmosphere are causing global climate change. Global
climate change is an alteration in the average weather on Earth that can be measured by wind
patterns, storms, precipitation, and temperature.
The principal GHGs are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs). Because different
GHGs have different Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) and CO2 is the most common
reference gas for climate change, GHG emissions are often quantified and reported as CO2
equivalents (CO2e). For example, SF6 is a GHG commonly used in the utility industry as an
insulating gas in circuit breakers and other electronic equipment. SF6, while comprising a small
fraction of the total GHGs emitted annually world-wide, is a very potent GHG with 22,800 times
the GWP as CO2. Therefore, an emission of one metric ton (MT) of SF6 could be reported as an
emission of 22,800 MT of CO2e (MT CO2e. Large emission sources are reported in million
metric tons (MMT) of CO2e. (DEIR page 4.5-1)
Global warming can affect California by reducing snow pack, and increasing sea level rise, the
number of extreme heat days per year, high ozone days, wildfires, and drought years. Globally,
climate change has the potential to affect numerous environmental resources through changes
related to future air and ocean temperatures and precipitation patterns. The anticipated effects
of global warming on weather and climate are likely to vary regionally, but are expected to
include the following direct effects:
•
•
•
•
•

Higher maximum temperatures and more hot days over nearly all land areas;
Higher minimum temperatures, fewer cold days and frost days over nearly all land areas;
Reduced diurnal temperature range over most land areas;
Increase of heat index over land areas; and
More intense precipitation events. (DEIR page 4.5-1)
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Also, there are many secondary effects that are projected to result from global warming,
including global rise in sea level, ocean acidification, impacts on agriculture, changes in disease
vectors, and changes in habitat and biodiversity. While the possible outcomes and the feedback
mechanisms involved are not fully understood and much research remains to be done, the
potential for substantial environmental, social, and economic consequences over the long term
could be great. (DEIR page 4.5-2)
California produced 459 gross MMTCO2e in 2012. This is an increase from levels between 2009
and 2011 (458.44, 453.06, and 450.94 MMTCO2e, respectively) but a decrease from levels
between 2000 and 2008 where emissions ranged from a low of 466.32 in 2000 to a high of
492.86 in 2004. Combustion of fossil fuel in the transportation sector was the single largest
source of California’s GHG emissions in 2012, accounting for 36 percent of total GHG
emissions in the state. This sector was followed by the electric power sector (including both instate and out-of-state sources) (21 percent) and the industrial sector (19 percent). (DEIR page
4.5-2)
a.

Increases in GHG emissions are addressed in Impacts 4.5-1 on DEIR pages 4.5-13
through 4.5-17. The Proposed Project would generate GHG emissions from the
construction and operation of the proposed residences. Direct sources of GHGs
associated with the Proposed Project would consist of mobile sources from onsite
construction equipment, haul trucks, and delivery and worker vehicle trips, as well as
trips generated by the new development after operation begins. Indirect GHG emissions
would be associated with electrical and water consumption, solid waste generation, and
area sources associated with the proposed land uses.
Construction
Annual emissions from construction that is anticipated to occur under the PCP are
provided in DEIR Table 3-8. The PCP is estimated to generate a total of 2,345 MT CO2e
due to construction activities through buildout of the plan area. This results in 78 MT
CO2e annual amortized emissions for the PCP.14 The total emissions estimate is then
compared to the 2020 and 2030 thresholds, shown in DEIR Table 4.5-3.
Operation
Annual emissions from the operations anticipated to occur at PCP buildout are provided
in DEIR Table 4.5-3. The PCP’S total estimated GHG emissions, including amortized
construction emissions, are 27,561 MTCO2e/yr. in 2020 and 26,920 MTCO2e/yr. in 2030.
The Proposed Project would contribute to these emissions, and was assumed in the
DEIR analysis. The PCP would have per service population emissions of 3.2
MTCO2e/year for 2020 and 3.15 for 2030 (DEIR Table 4.5-3). This would not exceed the
2020 threshold (4.6 MTCO2e/year); however, it would exceed the 2030 threshold (3.0
MTCO2e/year). Because the Proposed Project is a component of the PCP, GHG
emissions from the Proposed Project are considered significant.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.5-1, below, would reduce project GHG emissions by

14 Amortized emissions divide the total construction emissions for a project by an anticipated 30-year project
lifetime (the time the project would be operational). Because GHG impacts are cumulative in nature, the
amortized construction emissions are added to the annual operational emissions to provide a total annual
emissions estimate.
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requiring that the applicant demonstrate that its project GHG emissions would be
reduced below target thresholds (4.6 MT CO2e annually per service population before
2020 and 3.0 MT CO2e prior to 2030), or by a minimum of 24 percent. The measure
recognizes that some projects may not be able to achieve the identified thresholds, so
the impact remained significant and unavoidable after mitigation. The Board of
Supervisors adopted a Statement of Overriding Considerations, which found that the
significant and unavoidable impacts of the PCP, including increased GHG emissions,
were outweighed by the benefits of the PCP. These benefits include developing
additional housing to meet growing demand; providing additional affordable housing;
furthering the preservation of open space and agriculture by directing development to
Urban Communities, such as Planada; assisting with economic development; expanding
public services and utilities; improving pedestrian and bicycle safety throughout Planada;
and revitalizing downtown Planada. The Proposed Project would contribute to these
benefits, particularly the provision of additional housing stock and affordable housing,
preserving agricultural land and open space, and improving bicycle and pedestrian
safety through the provision of sidewalks and bike lanes.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.5-1
Prior to approval of a tentative map or, for non-residential development, a use permit,
the applicant shall provide a detailed analysis of anticipated GHG emissions
attributable to that project. Where individual project emissions exceed 4.6 MT CO2e
annually per service population (prior to 2020) or 3.0 MT CO2e annually per service
population (prior to 2030), measures shall be identified to reduce project emissions
below the target level or by a minimum of 24 percent. Or, if a certified Climate Action
Plan has been adopted by the County, the applicant shall demonstrate that the
project is consistent with the CAP. If a project cannot achieve the targets, then it
shall implement measures to reduce project emissions to the extent feasible for that
project.
Measures to reduce project GHG emissions may include, but are not limited to the
following:
(a)

Climate Action Plan Compliance: The project may comply with a locally
adopted qualified Climate Action Plan if one has been adopted prior to the
implementation of the individual development.15

(b)

Implement Appendix J of the Final Staff Report – Climate Action Plan:
Addressing GHG Emission Impacts under CEQA16, or a newer version as
applicable, to the reduce emissions to below the regional thresholds.
i.

Energy Conservation. Build homes and businesses within the
community to be 20 percent more efficient than 2013 Title 24

15 While the SJVAPCD has adopted a Climate Action Plan, it is based on the 29 percent reduction from BAU which
was contested by recent court cases and invalidated for project compliance. Therefore, unless SJVAPCD
updates or revises the Climate Action Plan with respect to the new court decisions, it is not recommended that
the current SJVAPCD Climate Action Plan be used for compliance determination.
16 San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District, Final Staff Report- Climate Action Plan: Addressing GHG
Emissions Impacts Under CEQA. December 17, 2009.
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ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

requirements or the current Title 24 requirement, whichever is more
stringent.
Area Source Emissions Reductions: Implement the following to
reduce GHG Area source emissions:
i.
No residential development shall include a fireplace.
ii.
For commercial and residential development, electrical outlets
shall be provided on the exterior of all buildings.
Water Conservation: Incorporate the following measures into
residential and commercial development as applicable.
i.
Install low-flow bathroom faucets.
ii.
Install low-flow kitchen faucets.
iii.
Install low-flow toilets and showers.
iv.
Use water-efficient irrigation systems.
TDM Program. Develop a TDM Program for onsite workers.
Individual employers would be responsible for funding and overseeing
the trip reduction/TDM programs. It is suggested that Community
businesses work together to promote and enhance the VMT offsets
that would occur from TDM Program implementation. TDM strategies
may include, but are not limited to, the following:
i.
Establishment of carpool, buspool, or vanpool programs;
ii.
Cash allowances, passes or other public transit subsidies and
purchase incentives;
iii.
Computerized commuter rideshare matching services;
iv.
Guaranteed ride-home program for ridesharing;
v.
Encourage telecommuting and alternative work schedules
where feasible; and/or
vi.
Designation of a community transportation coordinator for
local businesses.
Recycling Requirement. To the maximum practical extent,
recyclable materials, from operation and construction activities, will
be reused or recycled.

As required by Mitigation Measure 4.7-1, a detailed analysis was prepared of anticipated
GHG emissions associated with the Proposed Project.17 That analysis calculated both
construction and operational GHG emissions. Total construction emissions would be
612 MT CO2e over the life of the project; amortized construction emissions would be 20
MT CO2e. Operational emissions would be 1,102 MT CO2e per year, and total
emissions would be 1,122 MT CO2e. With a service population of 295, the emissions
per service population would be 3.8 CO2e, which would be below the threshold of 4.6
CO2e per service population for projects constructed before 2020. 18 Therefore, no
additional mitigation is required of the Proposed Project.

17 ESA, Greenhouse Gas Analysis for the East Childs Development in the Planada Community Plan Area, July 31,
2017.
18 ESA, Greenhouse Gas Analysis for the East Childs Development in the Planada Community Plan Area, July 31,
2017, page 10.
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The Proposed Project would contribute to increased GHG emissions within Planada, but
would not increase the severity of the impact identified in the PCP EIR. Therefore, this
is an impact for which the PCP EIR is adequate.
b.

Potential conflicts with applicable GHG and Climate Change plans are addressed in
Impact 4.5-2 on pages 4.5-17 through 4.5-19, and summarized below.
Scoping Plan
The CARB Scoping Plan lays out numerous reduction strategies that will be achieved at
the State level, such as the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, which would change the makeup of the fuel used to reduce GHG emissions. These types of policies are beyond the
ability of the project to implement. The Scoping Plan identified renewable energy and
energy efficiency reduction strategies designed for projects that have a significant
amount of long-term energy consumption and structure development. (DEIR page 4.518) The Proposed Project would be designed to meet current Title 24 energy
requirements for residential developments. Therefore the Proposed Project would not
hinder the implementation of the CARB Scoping Plan.
AB 32, EO S-3-05, and EO B-30-15
The adopted AB 32 Scoping Plan includes proposed GHG reductions from direct
regulations, alternative compliance mechanisms, monetary and nonmonetary incentives,
voluntary actions, and market-based mechanisms such as cap-and-trade systems. EO
S-3-05 and EO B-30-15 establish the following GHG emission reduction targets:
•
•
•
•

By 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 emission levels,
By 2020, reduce GHG emissions to 1990 emission levels,
By 2030, reduce GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels, and
By 2050, reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels. (DEIR page 4.518)

As discussed in Item a., the Proposed Project would not exceed the per-service
population threshold of 4.6 MT CO2e/ year, so the Proposed Project would not be
consistent with the AB-32 goal of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by the year
2020.
Merced County General Plan
The Merced County General Plan has several policies that specifically identify measures
to reduce GHG emissions (DEIR pages 4.5-7 and 4.5-8). The Proposed Project would
comply with the policies to the extent applicable to the Proposed Project and as outlined
in Mitigation Measure GHG-1. Therefore, the Proposed Project would be consistent with
the Merced County General Plan policies.
Because the Proposed Project is a component of the PCP, it would contribute to the
significant and unavoidable impact identified in the PCP EIR. As discussed in Item a.,
the Board of Supervisors adopted a Statement of Overriding Considerations when the
PCP was approved, finding that the benefits of the PCP outweighed the significant and
unavoidable impacts, including the increases in greenhouse gasses. The Proposed
Project would implement the PCP for the project site, and would not result in a more
severe impact on greenhouse gas emissions or compliance with applicable plans.
Therefore, this is an impact for which the PCP EIR is adequate.
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Issues

8.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for which
PCP EIR is
Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

£

£

¢

£

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS.
Would the project:
a.

Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through
the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials?

b.

Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into
the environment?

£

£

¢

£

c.

Emit hazardous emissions or
handle hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials, substances,
or waste within one-quarter mile of
an existing or proposed school?

£

£

¢

£

d.

Be located on a site which is
included on a list of hazardous
materials sites compiled pursuant
to Government Code Section
65962.5 and, as a result, would it
create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment?

£

£

¢

£

e.

For a project located within an
airport land use plan or, where such
a plan has not been adopted, within
two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project
result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project
area?

£

£

£

¢

f.

For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project
result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project
area?

£

£

£

¢

g.

Impair implementation of or
physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?

£

£

£

¢

h.

Expose people or structures to a

£

£

¢

£
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Potentially
Significant
Impact

Issues

Impact for which
PCP EIR is
Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

significant risk of loss, injury or
death involving wildland fires,
including where wildlands are
adjacent to urbanized areas or
where residences are intermixed
with wildlands?

Discussion
The PCP Draft EIR discusses hazards and hazardous materials on pages 5-19 through 5-21 of
Chapter 5, Environmental Checklist. A Phase 1 Site Assessment that was prepared for the
project site, and, along with the PCP EIR, provides the basis of the following discussion.
a.

Implementation of the Proposed Project would involve construction of residential
buildings. Construction would require site preparation activities, such as excavation and
grading at the project site. During construction, oil, diesel fuel, gasoline, hydraulic fluid,
and other liquid hazardous materials would be used. If spilled, these substances could
pose a risk to the environment or human health.
Once constructed, the Proposed Project would involve the use of some hazardous
materials, primarily for cleaning and landscaping. However, the amounts used would be
relatively small and would be unlikely to be harmful.
As discussed on page 5-19 of the Draft EIR, the design and construction of the
Proposed Project would comply with the County’s Building Code, which incorporates the
International Building Code as amended by the State Building Code and the California
Fire Code (CFC). Laws and regulations that govern the use and storage of hazardous
materials include, but are not limited to, Chapter 6.95 of the California Health and Safety
Code (inventory and emergency response), Title 8 of the Code of California Regulations
(CCR) (workplace safety), and Titles 22 and 26 of the CCR (hazardous waste). Delivery
of hazardous materials to the site and along public roadways would be required to
comply with Title 49 of the Federal Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), as monitored
and enforced by the California Highway Patrol (CHP) and California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). In addition, storage of all flammable materials at construction
sites would be subject to the regulations of Title 19 of the CCR and the Uniform Fire
Code. In addition, as discussed in Item 9(a)(c)(f), contractors would have to prepare
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans that ensure that soil and contaminants do not
enter surface waters. Assuming compliance with these regulations, potential exposure
of people to hazardous materials associated with the Proposed Project would be a lessthan-significant impact.

b.,d.

No properties in the vicinity of Planada are on the Cortese List. There are several sites in
Planada that are on the list of Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, which is kept by the
Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board, primarily along SR 140. All of
these cases are closed. There are no active cases of leaking underground storage
tanks. There are no past or current landfills in proximity to the project site. (DEIR page 520)
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A Phase 1 Site Assessment was conducted for the project site, including a site
reconnaissance. No hazardous materials or waste were observed.19 A review of aerial
photographs indicated that the project site had been used since at least 1942 to 1986,
and that there had not been any buildings on site since that time.20 The Phase 1 Site
Assessment determined that while it was unknown if pesticides were applied in the past,
it was not anticipated that elevated concentrations of environmentally persistent
pesticides would be found in the subsurface site soils.21 No buildings are located on the
project site, so asbestos containing building materials (ACBMs) would not be present.
Two agricultural wells were observed during the site reconnaissance. The Phase 1 Site
Assessment recommends that, if the two wells are not used in the development of the
site, that they be destroyed in accordance with State and local guidelines.22 The wells
would be removed during construction of the Proposed Project. In addition, a polemounted transformer was observed, but it did not display evidence of leakage and was
labeled with a non-PCB sticker.23
At the time the Phase 1 Site Assessment was prepared, there were two properties in
proximity to the project site that could possibly handle, store or generate hazardous
materials—Oasis Foods and Merced Milling. Oasis Foods had two underground storage
tanks (UST), storing gasoline and diesel fuel, removed in 1996 and 1997, respectively.
Soil samples obtained at the time did not have detectable concentrations of gasoline or
diesel constituents, and both sites were closed. Records also showed that Oasis Foods
stored fuels, lubricants and other chemicals onsite. Merced Milling also was on record
storing gasoline diesel, acetylene, hydraulic oil and motor oil. Neither company had any
Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) violations on file. Due to the lack of
violations and the distance to the project site, the Phase 1 Site Assessment concluded
that these facilities would not pose an adverse effect on the project site.24 Since the
Phase 1 Site Assessment was completed, both businesses have closed.
Because the project site does not itself contain hazardous materials, and is not located
in proximity to sites that would pose a risk to residents, this impact would be less than
significant.
c.

The project site is located within one-quarter mile of Planada Elementary School and the
Chavez Middle School. However, as discussed in Item 8.a., residential development
would not use or transport hazardous materials in substantial quantities. Furthermore, as
stated above, hazardous materials use would be limited and would be subject to federal,

19 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Phase 1 Site Assessment, Proposed Development, Southwest Corner of Childs and
Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, April 11, 2003, page 4.
20 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Phase 1 Site Assessment, Proposed Development, Southwest Corner of Childs and
Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, April 11, 2003, page 8.
21 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Phase 1 Site Assessment, Proposed Development, Southwest Corner of Childs and
Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, April 11, 2003, page 8.
22 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Phase 1 Site Assessment, Proposed Development, Southwest Corner of Childs and
Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, April 11, 2003, page 13.
23 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Phase 1 Site Assessment, Proposed Development, Southwest Corner of Childs and
Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, April 11, 2003, page 4.
24 Krazan & Associates, Inc., Phase 1 Site Assessment, Proposed Development, Southwest Corner of Childs and
Santa Fe Avenues, Planada, California, April 11, 2003, page 9.
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State, and County regulations.
impact.

Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant

e., f.

The project site is not within an airport land use plan or within two miles of a public
airport or private airport. The Proposed Project would not result in an air safety hazard
for people residing or working in the project site. Therefore, there would be no impact.

g.

The Proposed Project would not close or reduce existing roadways and would expand
the circulation network within the project site. Therefore, it would not result in any
adverse changes to existing emergency access, nor would it prevent the implementation
of future emergency plans. Therefore, no impact would occur.

h.

Wildland fire hazards are discussed on page 5-12 of the DEIR. These hazards exist in
varying degrees throughout Merced County. The foothills and large rangelands in the
eastern and western portions of the County are located within State Responsibility
Areas, and served by the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
(CalFire). The project site is in a local response area, not a very high danger area. The
project site contains grasses, which are flammable, but it is surrounded on three sides
by residential development. Therefore, it is unlikely that it would be subject to wildland
fire. Factors contributing to rapid spread of urban fires are poor building construction,
lack of built-in fire protection, such as sprinklers, highly flammable contents, delay in
detection and alarm, inadequate fire protection equipment and lack of sufficient water
supply. All new construction under the Proposed Project must comply with current
California Fire Code and County standards, which would minimize potential risks by
requiring smoke alarms and sprinkler systems in all residential buildings. As discussed in
Item 14a, below, the Merced County Fire Department, which maintains a station within
one-half mile of the project site, will be able to serve new development. Compliance with
State and county requirements will ensure that fire risks are reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
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Issues

9.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Would the project:
a.

Violate any water quality standards
or waste discharge requirements?

£

£

¢

£

b.

Substantially deplete groundwater
supplies or interfere substantially
with groundwater recharge such
that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume or a lowering of the
local groundwater table level (i.e.,
the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for
which permits have been granted)?

£

¢

£

£

c.

Substantially alter the existing
drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, in a
manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation onor off-site?

£

£

¢

£

d.

Substantially alter the existing
drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a
manner which would result in
flooding on- or off-site?

£

£

¢

£

e.

Create or contribute runoff water
which would exceed the capacity of
existing or planned stormwater
drainage systems or provide
substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?

£

£

¢

£

f.

Otherwise substantially degrade
water quality?

£

£

¢

£

g.

Place housing within a 100-year
flood hazard area, as mapped on a
federal Flood Hazard Boundary or
Flood Insurance Rate Map or other
flood hazard delineation map?

£

£

¢

£
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Issues

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

h.

Place within a 100-year floodplain
structures which would impede or
redirect flood flows?

£

£

¢

£

i.

Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or
death involving flooding, including
flooding as a result of the failure of
a levee or dam?

£

£

¢

£

j.

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow?

£

£

£

¢

Discussion
Hydrology and water quality impacts are addressed on pages 5-23 through 5-25 of the PCP
Draft EIR. Groundwater impacts are discussed on pages 4.9-14 and 4.9-15 of the PCP DEIR.
a,c,f.

Construction
Grading and excavation activities within the project site could expose soil to increased
rates of erosion during construction periods. If this results in increased turbidity in local
waterways and rivers, it could have adverse effects on fish and wildlife habitat and other
established beneficial uses.
As discussed on DEIR page 5-23, because the Proposed Project would disturb more
than one acre of land, the construction contractors would be required to obtain and
comply with the State General Construction Activity Stormwater Permit. Performance
standards for obtaining and complying with the General Permit are described in NPDES
General Permit No. CAS000002, Waste Discharge Requirements, Order No. 2009-0009DWQ. The general permit is intended to ensure compliance with State water quality
objectives and water protection laws and regulations, including those related to waste
discharges.
The Proposed Project would also be required to prepare a stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP), and retain it at the construction site (DEIR page 5-23). The
stormwater quality management program addresses project construction, and specifies
control measures and BMPs designed to minimize sedimentation and release of
products used during construction into surface waters. The General Permit requires
permittees to implement specific sampling and analytical procedures to determine
whether the BMPs used at the construction site are effective. With implementation of
these State requirements, construction impacts would be less than significant,
because water quality would be protected through the permitting process.
Operation
The Proposed Project would convert approximately 15.6 acres of vacant, former
farmland to urban uses. The project homes, streets and related improvements would
create impervious surfaces. Open space and landscaped areas would remain pervious.
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Impervious surface areas would increase runoff from the project site. This runoff,
particularly from roads and driveways, could contain oil and grease, heavy metals and
chemicals. These constituents could reach the local drainage system, and, ultimately,
the San Joaquin River. In addition, there would be open space and landscaped areas,
which could contribute chemicals from fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides.
As discussed on DEIR page 5-24, the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit system was established in the California Water Act (CWA) to regulate
municipal and industrial discharges to surface waters. The purpose of the NPDES
program is to establish a comprehensive storm water quality program to manage urban
storm water that minimizes pollution of the environment. As a member of the Merced
Storm Water Group (MSWG), Merced County has prepared a Storm Water Management
Program (SWMP) under the NPDES Phase II General Permit for small municipal
separate sewer systems (MS4). SWMP programs include public education and
outreach, illicit discharge detection and elimination, construction site stormwater runoff
controls and development of post-construction stormwater management goals for new
and redeveloped area. Specific actions to control certain regulated pollutants (per
Section 303(d)) are also required. In 2013, the Phase II permit was updated to include
more specific Best Management Practices (BMPs), water quality protection measures,
and inspection requirements. All new development, including the Proposed Project,
must comply with the MS4 water quality requirements, which would protect water quality
in local streams and drainages and downstream receiving waters. Therefore, the impact
on water quality of project operations would be less than significant.
b.

The Proposed Project would be provided water service from the Planada Community
Services District (PCSD), which obtains its water supply from the Merced Groundwater
Basin (MGWB). Groundwater conditions are described on pages 4.9-1 through 4.9-5 of
the DEIR. The effect of the PCP on groundwater is addressed in Impact 4.9-3 on pages
4.9-14 and 4.9-15 of the Draft EIR.
As discussed on page 4.9-15 of the DEIR, the PCSD has no surface water entitlements.
Therefore, the Proposed Project’s water demand must be supplied from the MGWB. The
subbasin has been determined by the State Department of Water Resources to be in
critical overdraft and groundwater levels in the subbasin have been decreasing. As
development throughout the eastern County proceeds, including buildout of the City and
County of Merced General Plans, additional demands will be placed on groundwater
supplies.

.
The PCP, which includes the Proposed Project, would not in and of itself result in a
lowering of the MGWB. However, the PCP, in combination with other development that
draws from the Basin, could affect the aquifer. As part of the PCP, the Proposed Project
would contribute to the cumulative impacts on groundwater. The PCP EIR concluded
that the contribution of the PCP to cumulative impacts on groundwater would be a
significant and unavoidable impact (DEIR page 4.9-15). The Board of Supervisors
adopted a Statement of Overriding Considerations, which found that the significant and
unavoidable impacts of the PCP, including potential impacts on the aquifer, were
outweighed by the benefits of the PCP. These benefits include developing additional
housing to meet growing demand; providing additional affordable housing; furthering the
preservation of open space and agriculture by directing development to Urban
Communities, such as Planada; assisting with economic development; expanding public
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services and utilities; improving pedestrian and bicycle safety throughout Planada; and
revitalizing downtown Planada. The Proposed Project would contribute to these benefits,
particularly the provision of additional housing stock and affordable housing, preserving
agricultural land and open space, and improving bicycle and pedestrian safety through
the provision of sidewalks and bike lanes.
The PCP is estimated to require an additional 1,038 AFY at buildout (DEIR page 4.915). The Proposed Project would require approximately 60 AFY, which was assumed in
the Water Supply Assessment calculations for the full Community Plan. The Proposed
Project would be served by the PCSD, and would be subject to all water efficiency and
drought-related measures implemented by the State and PCSD. For example, the
Proposed Project must comply with Title 24 water efficiency measures for kitchen and
bathroom fixtures, and the PCSD now requires water meters for new residences. These
and similar measures would reduce the water demand from each residence compared to
older homes. In addition, during drought periods, residents must comply with additional
measures, such as restrictions on washing cars and landscape irrigation. In addition to
regulating water conservation within its service area, the PCSD participates in the
MIRWMP and that program’s effort to support regional water demand management and
groundwater replenishment programs and projects that would serve to improve
groundwater supply recovery within the MGWB.
Because the project water would be commensurate with the estimated water demand in
the Planada WSA, the Proposed Project would not result in a more severe impact on
groundwater than identified in the PCP Draft EIR. Therefore, this is an impact for which
the PCP EIR is adequate.
d, e.

The Proposed Project would increase impervious surface area over existing conditions,
due to the construction of residences, streets and related facilities. Approximately 15.6
acres of fallow land, which is mostly permeable surface, would be converted to urban
uses, which are composed primarily of impervious surfaces, with the exception of open
space and landscaped areas. If runoff from new urban areas is not controlled, then the
existing drainage system could be overwhelmed, resulting in localized flooding.
As discussed on page 4.9-31 of the DEIR, drainage within Planada is routed through a
County-operated drainage system to a drainage basin located in the southwest portion
of the PCP area. The Proposed Project drainage system would connect to the existing
system, and must be designed in accordance with the Merced County Department of
Public Works Storm Drainage Design Manual. The Storm Drainage Design Manual
requires that drainage collection and transmission infrastructure be designed to pass the
5-year, 24-hour storm. In addition, County standards require that increased run-off due
to new development be metered to discharge at a rate not to exceed that occurring prior
to development from a 2-year storm, unless the flow is first constrained in a basin. When
the latter occurs, the maximum rate of discharge is limited to that necessary to empty the
basin within 48 hours. These requirements would ensure that the Proposed Project
does not result in or exacerbate on- or offsite flooding. Therefore, this impact would be
less than significant.

g., h.

Approximately 90 percent of the PCP area, including the project site, is located in a 100year flood plain (DEIR page 4.9-31). Building in a floodplain can put buildings and
people at risk during flood events. However, any development in the floodplain must
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comply with the Section 18.34.040 of the County Code, which requires that buildings be
elevated so that they are above the base flood elevation, and that special materials and
construction techniques be used to flood proof and protect development in these areas.
These measures would ensure that development within the floodplain did not put people
at substantial risk of harm. Therefore, the impact would be less than significant.
i.

The project site is in the dam inundation zone for the Owens Reservoir (DEIR page 525), which is operated by the US Army Corps of Engineers. However, due to the
relatively low risk of major seismic activity in Merced County, the potential for
seismically-induced dam failure is considered remote (DEIR page 5-25). Furthermore,
flood-related legislation mandates continued and comprehensive assessment, repair and
reconfiguration of levee and flood control systems in order to improve flood protection
and public safety, and General Plan Policy HS-2.2 requires that the County develop a
Countywide Flood Emergency Plan, which would enhance emergency response and
evacuation if a dam were to fail (DEIR page 5-25). For these reasons, the risks
associated with dam inundation are considered a less-than-significant impact.

j.

Due to the flat topography in the project site, there is no possibility of a mudslide. A
seiche is a periodic oscillation of a body of water typically brought about by an
earthquake) that results in flooding. There are no water bodies near the project site that
could be subject to a seiche. The project site is not located in an area in which a tsunami
or mudflow could directly or indirectly affect project site development. For these reasons,
no impact would occur.
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Issues

10.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

LAND USE AND PLANNING.
Would the project:
a.

Physically divide an established
community?

£

£

£

¢

b.

Conflict with any applicable land
use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the
project (including, but not limited to
the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

£

£

£

¢

c.

Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural
community conservation plan?

£

£

£

¢

Discussion
Land use and planning issues are addressed in Section 4.6, Land Use, and 5-25 of the PCP
Draft EIR.
a.

The project site is located adjacent to existing residential development, and could be
considered infill that provides connections within the community, rather than dividing it.
Therefore, no impact would occur under the Proposed Project.

b.

The Proposed Project is consistent with the land use designation and zoning of the
Planada Community Plan (March 28, 2017). As discussed in Impact 4.6-3 on pages 4.619 through 4.6-21 of the PCP Draft EIR, the Planada Community Plan would be
consistent with the land use policies of the Merced County General Plan. Because the
Proposed Project would be consistent with the Community Plan, and would implement
the policies and implementation measures of the Community Plan, the Proposed Project
would be consistent with the General Plan. Therefore, the Proposed Project would not
conflict with any County General Plan land use plans, policies or regulations intended to
avoid or mitigate an environmental effect, and no impact would occur.

c.

There are no habitat conservation plans or natural community conservation plans within
or adjacent to the project site. Therefore, there would be no impact.
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Issues

11.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

MINERAL RESOURCES.
Would the project:
a.

Result in the loss of availability of a
known mineral resource that would
be of value to the region and the
residents of the State?

£

£

¢

£

b.

Result in the loss of availability of a
locally-important mineral resource
recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan or other
land use plan?

£

£

£

¢

Discussion
Mineral resource impacts are addressed on page 5-27 of the PCP Draft EIR.
a.

As discussed on page 5-27 of the PCP DEIR, the primary mineral resources in Merced
County are sand and gravel. Approximately 24,320 acres of aggregate resources have
been mapped within the county (DEIR page 5-27). The project site is designated MRZ3a SG7, which represents fine-to coarse-grained overbank, terrace and fan deposits of
the Modesto Formation.25 This zone can be mined for concrete aggregate, but there is
no history of mining from these formations within Merced County. No other evidence of
mining in the Planada area has been identified by the State Department of Mines and
Geology (DEIR page 5-27). Conversion of approximately 15.6 acres of land that might
have aggregate resources would not substantially reduce the amount of the resource
available in the County.
Therefore, the Proposed Project would not affect the
availability of a known mineral resource, and the impact would be less than significant.

b.

The project site is not delineated on as a locally-important mineral resource recovery site
in the County’s General Plan (DEIR page 5-27). Therefore, no impact would occur.

25 California Department of Conservation, Department of Mines and Geology, Mineral Land Classification of
Merced County, California, 1999, page 22 and plates.
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Issues

12.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

NOISE.
Would the project result in:
a.

Exposure of persons to or
generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in
the local general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable standards
of other agencies?

£

¢

£

£

b.

Exposure of persons to or
generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?

£

£

¢

£

c.

A substantial permanent increase
in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?

£

¢

£

£

d.

A substantial temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?

£

¢

£

£

e.

For a project located within an
airport land use plan or, where
such a plan has not been adopted,
within two miles of a public airport
or public use airport, would the
project expose people residing or
working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

£

£

£

¢

f.

For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project
expose people residing or working
in the project area to excessive
noise levels?

£

£

£

¢

Discussion
The noise impacts of the PCP are addressed in Section 4.7 of the Draft EIR, as revised in
Chapter 2, Changes to the Draft EIR, of the Final EIR. Note that the only changes to Section
4.7 of the DEIR were corrections to impact numbering. In addition, an acoustical analysis was
prepared for the Proposed Project, and in combination with the EIR, provides the basis of the
following analysis. The acoustical study was based on an earlier version of the Proposed
Project, which included residential lots in the southeast corner of the project site. The proposed
tentative map was revised to reflect the recommendations of the acoustical study, and the
current Proposed Project no longer includes residential lots in that location.
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a.

The primary source of noise in the project vicinity comes from traffic on local streets and
from the BNSF rail line. The potential exposure of project residents to noise levels that
exceed County General Plan standards is addressed in Impact 4.7-2 on DEIR pages
4.7-17 through 4.7-19. Roadway segments where traffic and/or noise levels could
exceed County standards are identified, including Childs Avenue and Santa Fe Avenue,
which abut the project site.
The Health and Safety Element of the 2030 Merced County General Plan provides
acceptable noise environment guidelines for a variety of land use types. Table 3-1 (GP
Table HS-1) shows the noise level standards for noise-sensitive areas affected by traffic,
railroad, or airport noise sources in the county. The County standard for transportation
noise levels in residential outdoor activity areas is 65 decibels (dB) Ldn for outdoor
activity areas and 45 dB Ldn for residential interiors.
Planada Community Plan Policy N.1.1 states that residential development shall not be
allowed in areas with noise levels exceeding 65 dB Ldn, which is consistent with the
County General Plan noise policies. In addition, Implementation Measure N 1.1.a
requires that any new noise sensitive development within 100 feet of an identified 65 dB
Ldn contour must provide an acoustical study and mitigation efforts to reduce noise
levels. The noise study prepared for the Proposed Project satisfies this requirement.
Implementation Measure N 1.2.a limits the height of sound walls to six feet.
The PCP EIR includes the following mitigation measure to address traffic and train
noise.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.7-2
Prior to approval of a residential building permit for projects located in areas
estimated to experience noise levels above 65 dB Ldn due to traffic or railroad
operations, an acoustical study shall be submitted demonstrating that interior
noise levels will not exceed 45 dBA Ldn. Noise barriers, site planning,
improvement to building facades and/or other effective measures may be used to
achieve the required noise levels.
As stated above, an acoustical study was prepared for the Proposed Project, and it
identified measures to achieve the County noise standards, as discussed in more detail
below26.
The project site is bordered by two major collectors, Childs Avenue and Santa Fe
Avenue. As shown in Table 4.7-2 of the DEIR, at buildout of the PCP, the 65 dB contour
would occur at 83 feet from the center line of Childs Avenue and 60 feet from Santa Fe
Avenue. Most project residential lots would be located more than 83 feet from the

26 j.c. brennan & associates, Inc., Environmental Noise Assessment, Planada Self-Help Enterprises, February 20,
2008.
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TABLE 3-1
Noise Standards for New Uses Affected by Traffic, Railroad, and Airport Noise
(General Plan Table HS-1)
1

2

Sensitive
Outdoor Area - Ldn

Sensitive Interior
Area - Ldn

All Residential

65

45

3

Transient Lodging

65

45

3,4

Hospitals & Nursing Homes

65

45

3,4,5

Theaters & Auditoriums

----

35

4

Churches, Meeting Halls, Schools,
Libraries, etc.

65

40

4

65

40

4

Office Buildings

65

45

4

Commercial Buildings

----

50

4

Playgrounds, Parks, etc.

70

----

Industry

65

50

New Land Use

Notes

4

1.

Sensitive Outdoor Areas include primary outdoor activity areas associated with any given land use at which noisesensitivity exists and the location at which the County’s exterior noise level standards are applied.

2.

Sensitive Interior Areas includes any interior area associated with any given land use at which noise-sensitivity exists and
the location at which the County’s interior noise level standards are applied. Examples of sensitive interior spaces include,
but are not limited to, all habitable rooms of residential and transient lodging facilities, hospital rooms, classrooms, library
interiors, offices, worship spaces, theaters. Interior noise level standards are applied within noise-sensitive areas of the
various land uses with windows and doors in the closed positions.

3.

Railroad warning horn usage shall not be included in the computation of Ldn.

4.

Only the interior noise level standard shall apply if there are no sensitive exterior spaces proposed for these uses.

5. Since hospitals are often noise-generating uses, the exterior noise level standards are applicable only to clearly identified
areas designated for outdoor relaxation by either hospital staff or patients.

centerline of Childs Avenue and more than 60 feet from Santa Fe Avenue, so those
residents would not be exposed to acceptable traffic noise levels. Project improvements
would include sidewalks, bike paths and curb and gutter along both roads, which would
provide separation between roadway noise and residences. In addition, Street E, Court
E and Lot D would provide additional setbacks from Childs Avenue and Santa Fe
Avenue. With two exceptions, project lots would be over 90 feet from these roadways.
In addition, a six-foot masonry wall would be constructed adjacent to both roads, which
would reduce traffic noise. There are two parcels, Lots 11 and 12, that would be
approximately 42 feet from Childs Avenue. The outdoor noise levels at this distance
would be close to 70 dB, as shown in DEIR Table 4.7-7. However, the masonry wall
would provide a minimum reduction of 5 dB, bringing the noise level within Lots 11 and
12 to 65 dB or less, which would be consistent with the County noise standards.
Train traffic on the BNSF rail line, located east of the project site, is another major
source of transportation noise. The 65 dB contour Ldn contour for the rail line occurs at
approximately 812 feet (see DEIR Table 4.7-3). The acoustical study prepared for the
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Proposed Project estimated that noise levels in project backyards parallel to Santa Fe
Avenue would range from 66 to 78 dB Ldn, which would exceed the County and PCP
noise standards.27
An analysis of a noise barrier was also conducted. For most of the affected lots, a 6-foot
noise barrier (i.e., sound wall) would reduce noise levels to 65 dB Ldn or less. Four lots
were found to require noise barriers with heights of 7 feet or more.28 The tentative map
was revised to remove those residential lots, which will be replaced by open space, as
shown in Figure 2-3 in Chapter 2, Project Description. In addition, a 6-foot noise wall
has been added to the Proposed Project as recommended in the acoustical study29.
Therefore, train noise would not exceed County standards at project outdoor gathering
areas.
As stated above, the standard for interior noise levels is 45 dB Ldn.
Standard
construction practices such as those required by the Uniform Building Code typically
provide a reduction of 25 dB, assuming that air conditioning is included.30 As discussed
above, traffic and train noise will not exceed 65 dB Ldn at outdoor areas. Therefore,
interior noise levels will not exceed 40 dB Ldn, which is below the interior noise
standard.
The acoustical study made additional recommendations for the lots in the southwest
corner of the project site, and for homes with second stories. The Proposed Project has
been reconfigured so that there are no residential lots in the southwest corner, and all
homes would be single story. Additional analysis was conducted for the Merced Milling
Company, and recommendations were made to reduce noise from that facility.
However, the Milling Company is no longer in operation. Therefore, the additional
recommendations need not be implemented.
Because the Proposed Project will meet County and PCP noise standards, the exposure
of future residents to traffic and train noise would not exceed applicable standards, so
this is an impact for which the PCP EIR is adequate.
b.

Potential exposure to groundbourne vibration is addressed in Impact 4.7-4 of the PCP
DEIR (pages 4.7-21 through 4.7-23). The primary source of vibration in the Planada
area is the BNSF rail line. As discussed on page 4.7-21 of the Draft EIR, vibration levels
from trains were imperceptible to very faint during noise monitoring, which occurred
approximately 200 feet from the tracks. The nearest residence would be approximately
100 feet from the tracks, where vibration levels would be higher than observed during
the noise monitoring. General Plan Policy HS-7.15 requires that any residential project
within 1,000 feet of a rail line that has at least 30 operations per day (which the BNSF

27 j.c. brennan & associates, Inc., Environmental Noise Assessment, Planada Self-Help Enterprises, February 20,
2008, page 5, Table 2.
28 j.c. brennan & associates, Inc., Environmental Noise Assessment, Planada Self-Help Enterprises, February 20,
2008, page 10 and Table 3.
29 j.c. brennan & associates, Inc., Environmental Noise Assessment, Planada Self-Help Enterprises, February 20,
2008, Figure 3.
30 j.c. brennan & associates, Inc., Environmental Noise Assessment, Planada Self-Help Enterprises, February 20,
2008, page 10.
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rail line does) must demonstrate that appropriate construction measures will be used to
ensure that groundbourne vibration levels meet County standards.
An analysis of vibration levels at the project site was prepared as required by Policy HS7.15. That analysis found that passenger train passbys resulted in vibration levels of
0.00627 to 0.00660 inches/second peak particle velocity (ppv), and that freight train
passbys resulted in levels of 0..00660 to 0.00939 ppv.31 These levels are within the
range of perception (.006 to 0.2), but are unlikely to cause damage of any type. These
levels are well below the range at which vibration becomes annoying to people in
buildings and where there is a risk of architectural damage in normal dwellings. 32
Because, project residents will not be subjected to excessive vibration, and project
homes would not be at risk of damage from train vibration, this would be a less-thansignificant impact.
c.

The effects of traffic noise on the existing community are addressed in Impacts 4.7-1
(pages 4.7-16 and 4.7-17) and Impact 4.7-7 (pages 4.-25 and 4.7-26). The PCP,
including the Proposed Project, would increase traffic on the existing roadway network,
exposing existing sensitive receptors, such as residences, to higher noise levels than
occur at present. Development within Planada would generate increased traffic on the
local roadway network. As shown in Table 4.7-6, PCP would result in increases in traffic
noise levels predicted to range from 0.4 dB to 5.4 dB relative to existing conditions.
Pursuant to GP Policy HS-7.9, a substantial increase in traffic noise levels is defined as
1.5 to 5 dB, depending on the pre-project noise environment. Three segments were
found to exceed this threshold under existing conditions with the addition of the PCP
(DEIR page 4.7-16) and four segments under cumulative conditions (DEIR page 4.7-26).
The Proposed Project would contribute to these increases in traffic noise levels at
existing residences. As explained on page 4.7-16 of the DEIR, where existing
residences are affected by project-related traffic noise level increases, it is generally
infeasible to develop mitigation measures that could reduce the impact, because
conventional traffic noise attenuation measures, such as setbacks and the construction
of solid noise barriers, cannot be used. For example, because the residences are
already constructed, additional setbacks between the residences and the roadways
cannot be provided without moving either the residence or the roadway, and clearly both
are infeasible on a community-wide basis. Noise barriers are often a viable alternative
for new residences, but not for existing residences where driveway openings and other
obstacles would either prevent their construction or render them ineffective. Therefore,
no mitigation was identified in the PCP EIR for the increased traffic noise at existing
residences, and this impact was found to be significant and unavoidable. The Board of
Supervisors adopted a Statement of Overriding Considerations, which found that the
significant and unavoidable impacts of the PCP, including increased traffic noise at
existing residences, were outweighed by the benefits of the PCP. These benefits include
developing additional housing to meet growing demand; providing additional affordable
housing; furthering the preservation of open space and agriculture by directing

31 j.c. brennan & associates, Railroad Vibration Measurement Results for the Planada Self-Help Enterprises
Project, June 7, 2017, page 4.
32 j.c. brennan & associates, Railroad Vibration Measurement Results for the Planada Self-Help Enterprises
Project, June 7, 2017, page 3, Table 1.
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development to Urban Communities, such as Planada; assisting with economic
development; expanding public services and utilities; improving pedestrian and bicycle
safety throughout Planada; and revitalizing downtown Planada. The Proposed Project
would contribute to these benefits, particularly the provision of additional housing stock
and affordable housing, preserving agricultural land and open space, and improving
bicycle and pedestrian safety through the provision of sidewalks and bike lanes.
Because the Proposed Project would contribute to the traffic noise impacts identified in
the PCP EIR, but would not make those impacts more severe, this is an impact for
which the PCP EIR is adequate.
d.

Activities associated with project construction would temporarily elevate noise levels in
the area surrounding the project site. Construction noise impacts are discussed in
Impact 4.7-3 on pages 4.7-19 through 4.7-21 of the DEIR. Activities involved in
construction will typically generate maximum noise levels ranging from 55 to 95 dB Lmax
at a distance of 50 feet, as shown in DEIR Table 4.7-8. Construction activities are
temporary in nature and typically occur during normal daytime working hours. However,
when construction occurs in areas proximate to sensitive uses, such as residences, the
noise can be disruptive to daily activities. As shown in Figure 2-3 in Chapter 2, Project
Description, there are a number of residences on the perimeter of the project site.
These residences would be most affected by project construction noise.
The County Zoning Ordinance limits construction hours to 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., and requires
that all construction equipment be properly muffled and maintained (Zoning Ordinance
Section 18.41.070). People are less likely to be disturbed by construction noise during
the day, and mufflers would reduce equipment noise. The Proposed Project must also
comply with PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.7-3, below, which requires additional
methods for minimizing construction noise. Compliance with the County Zoning
Ordinance and Mitigation Measure 4.7-3 would ensure that construction noise levels are
not excessively disruptive at nearby residences. Therefore, this is an impact for which
the PCP EIR is adequate.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.7-3
Note that Mitigation Measure 4.7-3(b) does not apply to the Proposed Project.
(a)

The following specific noise control measures shall be implemented as
appropriate for construction projects occurring within the Plan Area near
existing noise-sensitive receptors:
• All noise-producing project equipment and vehicles using internalcombustion engines shall be equipped with mufflers, air-inlet silencers
where appropriate, and any other shrouds, shields, or other noise-reducing
features in good operating condition that meet or exceed original factory
specifications. Mobile or fixed “package” equipment (e.g., arc welders, air
compressors) shall be equipped with shrouds and noise-control features
that are readily available for that type of equipment.
• All mobile or fixed noise-producing equipment used on the project site that
are regulated for noise output by a federal, state, or local agency shall
comply with such regulations while in the course of project activity.
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• Electrically-powered equipment shall be used instead of pneumatic or
internal-combustion-powered equipment, where feasible.
• Material stockpiles and mobile equipment staging, parking, and
maintenance areas shall be located as far as practicable from noisesensitive receptors.
• The use of noise-producing signals, including horns, whistles, alarms, and
bells, shall be for safety warning purposes only.
• No project-related public address or music system shall be audible at any
adjacent receptor.
e., f.

The project site is not located in the vicinity of an airport, nor is it included within an
airport land use plan. It is not located in the vicinity of a private airstrip. Therefore,
development of residential uses would not expose people living in this area to excessive
noise levels due to proximity to an airport, and no impact would occur.
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Issues

13.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

POPULATION AND HOUSING.
Would the project:
a.

Induce substantial population
growth in an area, either directly
(for example, by proposing new
homes and businesses) or
indirectly (e.g., through extension of
roads or other infrastructure)?

£

¢

£

£

b.

Displace substantial numbers of
existing housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

£

£

£

¢

c.

Displace substantial numbers of
people, necessitating the
construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

£

£

£

¢

Discussion
a.

The potential for PCP to induce growth is discussed on pages 7-6 through 7-9 of the
PCP DEIR. The Proposed Project would increase residential development, which would
also increase the community’s population. The increase in population is not, in and of
itself, an environmental impact. The environmental effects of this population growth are
evaluated in the PCP EIR as described in this Checklist. The Proposed Project is
consistent with the development assumptions of the PCP EIR, so it would not induce
growth beyond the levels addressed in the PCP EIR. Therefore, this is an impact for
which the PCP EIR is adequate.

b, c.

There are no buildings on the project site, so no homes would be removed as the result
of the Proposed Project. Therefore, there would be no impact.
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Potentially
Significant Impact

Issues

14.

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

PUBLIC SERVICES
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services:

a.

Fire protection?

£

£

¢

£

b.

Police protection?

£

£

¢

£

c.

Schools?

£

£

¢

£

d.

Parks?

£

£

¢

£

e.

Other public facilities?

£

£

¢

£

Discussion
Impacts on public services are addressed on pages 5-31 through 5-40 of the PCP Draft EIR.
a.

Fire protection services are addressed on pages 5-31 through 5-34 of the Draft EIR.
The Merced County Fire Department (MCFD) provides fire, rescue, emergency services
management, and emergency medical services to all unincorporated areas of Merced
County, including Planada. The Proposed Project would be served by Fire Station 86,
which is the only fire station located within Planada. Fire station 86 is located on the
corner of Sutter Street and Broadway, approximately one-third mile from the project site.
The fire station is staffed 24 hours a day by a full-time Fire Captain or Fire Apparatus
Engineer and emergency response is augmented with volunteer firefighters. (DEIR page
5-31)
The Proposed Project would increase the need for fire protection services. The PCP
Draft EIR found buildout of the Community Plan could require additional staffing and/or
fire equipment, but that this would be a less-than-significant impact due to the
Implementation Measures in the PCP and the County fire fee (see DEIR pages 5-33 and
5-34). Funds to acquire and/or upgrade new capital facilities (such as fire trucks or fire
station improvements) would be collected through the county-wide fire impact fee.
Staffing would be addressed through the County’s General Fund, which would be
augmented by tax revenues from new development. Furthermore, all new development
would be constructed to California Fire Code standards, which are based on the 2013
California Fire Code, and include requirements for automatic sprinkler systems, fire
alarm systems, fire and explosion hazards, fire hydrants, hazardous materials use and
storage, and other fire-safety requirements. As part of the Community Plan, the
Proposed Project would not increase demand for fire protection services beyond the
levels anticipated in the PCP DEIR and would be subject to the applicable fees and
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other requirements. Therefore, fire protection services would not be adversely affected
by the Proposed Project, and this would be a less-than-significant impact.
b.

Law enforcement services are addressed on pages 5-34 and 5-35 of the Draft EIR. Law
enforcement services for the community of Planada are provided by the Merced County
Sheriff’s Department (MCSD). The MCSD service area encompasses the entire
unincorporated area of the county. Law enforcement duties for Planada are based out of
the Sheriff ’s Department main office located in the City of Merced. The MCSD employs
approximately 101 total sworn officers and maintains 22 patrol vehicles and four
unmarked non-patrol vehicles. In addition to the three sheriff facilities, there are six
Community Law Enforcement Offices (CLEOs), which serve as hubs for community
volunteer patrols. A CLEO station is located in Planada on Highway 140. (DEIR page 534)
The Draft EIR found that the increase in population due to development of the PCP
would increase demand for law enforcement services, and that approximately four
additional law enforcement staff would be required by buildout of the PCP (DEIR page 534). The Proposed Project population was included in that estimate. By itself, the
Proposed Project would result in the need for 0.3 officers, assuming one officer per
thousand population. Typically, the County increases General Fund monies for the
MCSD as demand for services (and tax revenue from new development) increases. As
new development occurs, funding would become available for additional staff, so the
MCSD will be able to continue to serve the project site and other areas within Planada.
Therefore, the impact on law enforcement would be less than significant.

c.

Impacts on schools are addressed on pages 5-35 through 5-38 of the Draft EIR. The
project site is located within the Planada Elementary School District for elementary and
middle school students and the Le Grand Union High School District for high school
students. There are two schools located within Planada—Planada Elementary School,
which serves Grades K-5, and Cesar E. Chavez Middle School, which serves Grades 68. Most high school students located within Planada attend Le Grand High School or
Granada High School in Le Grand (some students may attend other schools in Merced).
Students from the Proposed Project are expected to attend Planada Elementary School,
Chavez Middle School and Le Grand High School.
In the 2015-2016 school year, the most recent year available, 553 students attended
Planada Elementary School. 33 In the same year, there were 235 middle school
students.34 School enrollment has been dropping over the last decade. For example,
when the 2003 Planada Community Plan was prepared, 577 students attended the
elementary school and 314 students attended the middle school.35
Le Grand High School serves three elementary school districts—Le Grand, Planada and
Plainsburg. The majority of students live in Planada. In 2015-16, 465 students attended

33 Planada Elementary School District, School Accountability Report Card 2015-16, Planada Elementary School,
January 21, 2017, page 4.
34 Planada Elementary School District, School Accountability Report Card 2015-16, Cesar E. Chavez Middle
School, January 26, 2017, page 4.
35 Merced County, Draft Planada Community Plan, September 2003, page 7-2.
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Le Grand High School. 36 Enrollment has dropped in the last dozen years; in 2004
enrollment levels were approximately 615 students. In 2008, the Le Grand Union High
School District prepared a Master Plan that would accommodate enrollment of
approximately 1,000 students. With enrollment declining, the District does not have
immediate plans to implement the Master Plan. However, voters in the Le Grand district
approved a $4.2 million school facilities bond in June 2014. (DEIR page 5-35)
The Merced Community College District provides continuing education at facilities
located in the cities of Merced and Los Banos. Off-campus classes are held at Delhi
High School, Dos Palos High School, Livingston High School, and Mariposa High
School.
The Proposed Project would increase the number of students in at the elementary,
middle and high schools. Based on the student generation rates used in the Draft EIR,
the Proposed Project would increase school enrollment by 37 elementary students, 19
middle school students and 25 high school students (see Table 3-2).

TABLE 3-2
Proposed Project Student Projections
Student/
Household
Project
Existing
Rate
Students

Total

K-5

553

0.52

37

590

6-8

235

0.26

19

254

High School

465

0.35

25

490

1,253

1.13

81

1,334

Total

Source: Merced County, Planada Community Plan Draft EIR, December 2016,
page 5-36.

As shown in Table 3-13, at buildout of the Proposed Project, grade K-5 enrollment would
be 590 students, which is only slightly over the existing enrollment at Planada
Elementary School. There is room within the existing campus to serve these students,
but depending on grade distribution and changes in enrollment levels from existing
development, the Elementary School may need to add portable classrooms. Because
they would be located within an area that is already developed, there would be minimal
environmental effects from installing and using any additional portable classrooms. As
the PCP builds out, increasing enrollment from new development would ultimately
require an additional elementary school campus (Draft EIR page 5-36). The PCP
provides for one new elementary school west of Plainsburg Road, along with the
expansion of Planada Elementary School.
With the additional students from the Proposed Project, the number of middle high
school students would be below historical levels and could be served within the existing
36 Le Grand Unified High School District, School Accountability Report Card 2015-16, Le Grand High School,
published during 2016-17, page 2.
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Chavez Middle School. Even at buildout of the PCP, a new middle school would not be
needed (Draft EIR page 5-36). Similarly, Le Grand High School could accommodate
students from the Proposed Project, and ultimately would be expanded to accommodate
increased enrollment from the PCP (Draft EIR page 5-36).
Funds would be needed for constructing and staffing new and/or expanded schools.
School funding typically has a number of sources, such as property tax, State General
Funds, special taxes, school bonds (such as the recent bond passed for Le Grand High
School) and developer fees. The assessment of developer fees is regulated through the
State Government Code. Proposition 1A/Senate Bill 50 (Chapter 407, Statutes of 1998)
establishes the base amount that developers can be assessed per square foot of
residential and non-residential development. If a district meets certain standards, the
base adjustment can be adjusted upward a certain amount. Under SB 50, payment of
the identified fees by a developer is deemed to be “full and complete mitigation” of
impacts on schools resulting from new development. Because students from the
Proposed Project could be accommodated at existing schools and the Proposed Project
would pay school mitigation fees, potential impacts due to increased school enrollment
would be less than significant.
d.

Impacts on parks and recreational facilities are described on pages 5-38 through 5-40 of
the Draft EIR.
Houlihan Park, a three-acre park, is the only developed park available to all residents of
Planada except for recreational facilities at school sites. This park does not meet the
County’s minimum parkland requirement to support the Community’s current population.
The County has purchased a 14-acre site adjacent to the Cesar Chavez Middle School
and Miles Creek for the purpose of developing a joint community stormwater detention
basin and community park. Presently, the site has only been improved for the collection
and temporary storage of stormwater. (Draft EIR page 5-38)
The County General Plan calls for a minimum of three acres of neighborhood,
community or regional parkland per 1,000 persons (Policy RCR-1.3). For purposes of
calculating the park requirement, the Code specifies that there will be 3.2 persons per
single-family dwelling unit. Using this formula, at buildout, the Proposed Project would
have an estimated population of 230, which would require approximately 0.70 acres to
meet the County General Plan and County Code standard. The Proposed Project
includes one parcel that would not be used for housing. This parcel, Lot D, is 31,000
square feet, or approximately 0.70 acres. If this acreage were designed to provide park
and recreational facilities, it could offset the Proposed Project’s park requirement. As
allowed by County Code, if the Proposed Project does not meet its parks requirements
within the project site, it will be required to pay in lieu fees that are to be used to develop
County parks and recreation facilities.
The PCP is estimated to require approximately 29.5 acres to meet the County General
Plan standard. This would include demand from the Proposed Project. The PCP
provides for a total of 49 park and open space acres, which would exceed the County
standard. The PCP recommends expansion of Houlihan Park from its present 3 acres to
13 acres to reflect a prominent centrally located community park and community center
in Planada. The PCP also provides for neighborhood parks of 3 to 6 acres and
community parks of 10 to 25 acres in size. As stated above, the Proposed Project would
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either provide park and recreation facilities on site or pay in lieu fees, which could be
used to partially fund the expansion of Houlihan Park and/or other park facilities in
Planada or elsewhere in the County. Therefore, the Proposed Project would fully offset
its cumulative contribution to increased demand for parkland and recreational facilities.
Because the Proposed Project would provide for its fair share of park and recreation
facilities through onsite facilities and/or payment of in lieu fees, impacts on parks and
recreational facilities would be less than significant.
e.

Development of the Proposed Project would require increases in other public services as
well to accommodate the buildout service population. Administrative and other services
would need to be expanded. Typically, such services are funded through a combination
of general fund revenue and fees. New development would pay required taxes and
fees, which would increase funding for public services. Therefore, this impact would be
less than significant.
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Issues

15.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

RECREATION.
a.

Would the project increase the use
of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility
would occur or be accelerated?

£

£

¢

£

b.

Does the project include
recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of
recreational facilities which might
have an adverse physical effect on
the environment?

£

£

¢

£

Discussion
a,b.

As stated in Item 13d, the Proposed Project would provide adequate parkland for new
residents by providing onsite facilities and/or paying in lieu fees that the County would
then use to provide new park and recreation facilities. Therefore, the impact on
recreational facilities would be less than significant.
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Issues

16.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

£

¢

£

£

£

¢

£

£

TRANSPORTATION/
TRAFFIC
Would the project:
a.

Conflict with an applicable plan,
ordinance or policy establishing
measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation
system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including
mass transit and non-motorized
travel and relevant components of
the circulation system, including
but not limited to intersections,
streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and
mass transit?

b.

Conflict with an applicable
congestion management program,
including, but not limited to level of
service standards and travel
demand measures, or other
standards established by the
county congestion management
agency for designated roads or
highways?

c.

Result in a change in air traffic
patterns, including either an
increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in
substantial safety risks?

£

£

£

¢

d.

Substantially increase hazards
due to a design feature (e.g.,
sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible
uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

£

£

¢

£

e.

Result in inadequate emergency
access?

£

£

¢

£

f.

Conflict with adopted policies,
plans, or programs regarding
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian
facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such
facilities?

£

¢

£

£
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Discussion
Existing transportation facilities and operations are described on pages 4.8-1 through 4.8-9 of
the PCP Draft EIR. Transportation impacts are evaluated on pages 4.8-18 through 4.8-35.
a., b.

Increases in traffic congestion are evaluated in Impacts 4.8-1, 4.8-2, 4.8-7 and 4.8-8 on
pages 4.8-18 through 4.8-22 and 4.8-29 through 4.8-34 of the Draft EIR.
The quality of traffic flow in the community of Planada has been quantitatively evaluated
based on intersection and roadway segment Level of Service. Level of Service is a
qualitative measure of traffic operating conditions using letter grades “A” through “F”,
corresponding to progressively worsening operating conditions. The methodology for
determining the LOS at intersections and roadway segments is described on pages 4.85 through 4.8-7 of the Draft EIR.
All roadways in Planada have two through-travel lanes (one in each direction) including
SR 140. The seven major intersections studied in the Draft EIR are controlled by stop
signs; there are no signals in Planada. Currently, all intersections and roadways in
Planada operate at acceptable services levels, with LOS C or better (see DEIR Tables
4.8-2 and 4.8-4).
New development, including the Proposed Project, will increase traffic in Planada, which
could result in some intersections or roadway segments operating at unacceptable
service levels (LOS E or F). Using the same trip generation rates as the PCP Draft EIR
(see DEIR Table 4.8-6) for low density residential uses, the Proposed Project would
result in an additional 685 daily vehicle trips, with 54 of those trips occurring in the a.m.
peak hour and 72 trips occurring in the p.m. peak hour. This represents approximately 3
percent of new traffic in Planada (see DEIR Table 4.8-7).
Intersection Operations
As discussed in Impact 4.8-1, buildout of the PCP would result in unacceptable service
levels at two intersections under existing conditions—SR 140/Plainsburg Road and
Plainsburg Road/Childs Avenue (see DEIR Table 4.8-9). At the SR 140/Plainsburg
Road intersection, the northbound approach is projected to carry volumes that would
result in average delays that are indicative of LOS F. This condition would exceed the
minimum LOS D standard. In addition, the volume of traffic in both the a.m. and p.m.
peak hour would satisfy peak hour warrants for signalization.
At the Plainsburg
Road/Childs Avenue intersection, the overall Level of Service in the a.m. peak hour
would be LOS F. This would exceed the minimum LOS D standard. The volume of
traffic occurring during the a.m. peak hour would satisfy both rural and urban warrants for
signalization. As part of PCP development, the Proposed Project would contribute to the
increased congestion at these two intersections.
Under cumulative conditions, a third intersection, SR 140/Sutter Street, would operate at
unacceptable levels (see Impact 4.8-8 and DEIR Table 4.8-12).
At the SR
140/Plainsburg Road intersection, the northbound approach is projected to carry
volumes that would result in average delays that are indicative of LOS F. In addition the
volume of traffic in both the a.m. and p.m. peak hour would satisfy peak hour warrants
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for signalization. At the Plainsburg Road/Childs Avenue intersection, the overall Level of
Service in the a.m. peak hour would be LOS F. This would exceed the minimum LOS D
standard. The volume of traffic occurring during the a.m. peak hour would satisfy both
rural and urban warrants for signalization. As shown in DEIR Table 4.8-12, the SR
140/Sutter Street intersection would meet the minimum LOS D standard. However, the
volume of traffic in the p.m. peak hour would satisfy peak hour warrants for signalization.
The Proposed Project would contribute to cumulative increases in congestion at these
three intersections.
The PCP EIR identifies the following mitigation to improve operations at the intersections
affected by PCP growth.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.8-1
Install signals or roundabouts at the following intersections:
(a) SR 140/Plainsburg Road, and
(b) Install a signal at Plainsburg Road/Childs Avenue.
The installation of the SR 140/Plainsburg signal shall be coordinated with Caltrans.
If requested by Caltrans, a Screenline ICE assessment shall be made to determine
if there is a feasible alternative to a signal, such as a roundabout. The signal or
roundabout shall be installed when needed based on satisfaction of traffic warrants
as determined in consultation with Caltrans.
Under existing plus Community Plan buildout conditions, the above mitigation at the
intersection of SR 140/Plainsburg Road would improve operations to LOS B in the a.m.
hour and LOS C in the p.m. hour. The intersection of Childs Avenue/Plainsburg Road
would operate at LOS B in the a.m. peak hour and LOS A in the p.m. peak hour with
mitigation. These improvements would be incorporated into the Planada Bridge and
Major Thoroughfare fee program. The Proposed Project must pay the fee, which would
be used to fund the improvements as warranted. Pursuant to Planada Community Plan
Implementation Measures CI 2.1.a CI 2.1.c, CI 1.1.n, and CI 1.1.p, the County Public
Works Department would monitor traffic volumes and coordinate improvements,
including installation of new signals or a roundabout at the intersections of SR 140/Sutter
Street and SR 140/Plainsburg Road.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.8-7
Under cumulative conditions, the same mitigation would be required for the SR
140/Plainsburg Road and Plainsburg Road/Childs Avenue intersections.
In
addition, the following mitigation measure was identified for the SR 140/Sutter
Street intersection:
4.8-7 (b) Install a signal at SR 140/Sutter Street.
The installation of the SR 140/Sutter Street signal shall be coordinated with
Caltrans. If requested by Caltrans, a Screenline ICE assessment shall be made to
determine whether a signal or roundabout would be the most appropriate
improvement. The signal or roundabout shall be installed when needed based on
satisfaction of Caltrans traffic warrants.
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Because the intersections would operate at acceptable levels under cumulative
conditions (see DEIR Table 4.8-12), the impact of increased PCP traffic was found to be
less than significant with mitigation. With a signal, the intersection of SR 140/Plainsburg
Road would operate at LOS B in the a.m. hour and LOS D in the p.m. hour. The
intersection of Childs Avenue/Plainsburg Road would operate at LOS B in the a.m. peak
hour and LOS A in the p.m. peak hour. The intersection of SR 140/Sutter Street would
operate at LOS A in both the a.m. and p.m. peak hours.
Because the Proposed Project is part of the PCP, and would pay the traffic fees that
would ultimately fund the improvements identified in Mitigation Measures 4.8-1 and 4.87, this is an impact for which the PCP EIR is adequate.
c.

The Proposed Project would not alter air traffic or affect air traffic operations. Therefore, no
impact would occur.

d.

The Proposed Project would not substantially alter the existing street system. Access to
the project site would be via connections to Topeka Street and Santa Fe Avenue. The
project frontage along Santa Fe Avenue and Childs Avenue would be constructed to be
consistent with the cross sections for these streets in the Planada Community Plan.
Frontage improvements would include a bike lane along the Childs Avenue and Santa
Fe Avenue, and sidewalks along Childs Avenue. Sidewalks would also be provided
along internal streets. New roadways within the project site would be constructed to
County standards, which are intended to minimize design hazards.
The project site is located near the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) tracks and the
Childs Avenue crossing. There are currently crossing gates at the Childs Avenue
crossing, and the County plans to reconfigure the intersection of Santa Fe
Avenue/Childs Avenue intersection. In addition, the intersection will be signalized with
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) funds. The Proposed Project frontage
improvements are consistent with the reconfiguration of the Childs Avenue/Santa Fe
intersection. Therefore, the Proposed Project would not create or increase a design
hazard, and the impact would be less than significant.

e.

The Proposed Project would not change the existing street pattern within Planada, and
would extend streets into new development. This could improve the surrounding street
system and improve emergency routes and access. Therefore, this would be a less-thansignificant impact.

f.

There are several forms of alternative transportation facilities in Planada---transit, bicycle
and pedestrian—each of which are evaluated below. These facilities are described on
pages 4.8-8 and 4.8-9 of the PCP Draft EIR. The effects of the PCP on transit, bicycle
and pedestrian facilities are evaluated in Impacts 4.8-3 through 4.8-5 and 4.8-9.
Transit
Generally, transit options in Merced County include an intercity fixed-route bus, Dial-aRide countywide public bus service and various private charter services. The fixed-route
bus service, "The Bus", is operated by the Merced Regional Transit System, and Route
P (Planada Commuter) serves the Planada – Le Grand area. Route P originates at the
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downtown Merced Transportation Center on 16th Street and follows SR 140 to Planada.
Designated stops are at the Felix Tores Housing center north of Planada, El Galio
Market, and Library/Golden Valley Health Center. The route then continues to Le Grand
via Santa Fe Avenue before reversing course and returning to Merced. Route P arrives
in Planada six times on weekdays and three times on Saturdays and Sundays. (Draft
EIR page 4.8-8)
As discussed in Impact 4.8-3 on page 4.8-22 and Impact 4.8-9 on page 4.8-34 of the
Draft EIR, development under the PCP would increase the population and number of
employment opportunities in the community, which could result in an incremental
increase in the demand for transit services. The Proposed Project could contribute to
this increased demand. Planada Community Plan Policy CI 5.1 requires new
development along Highway 140 and along major and minor collectors to coordinate
with Merced County Transit to identify appropriate locations for public transit
improvements. Therefore, it is unlikely that new development, including the Proposed
Project, would result in safety impacts at existing or anticipated transit stops, nor would
development interfere with the ability of transit providers to deliver service to the
community. Because the Proposed Project was assumed in the evaluation of transit
impacts, and would comply with Community Plan policies, this is an impact for which
the Draft EIR is adequate.
Bicycle Facilities
Class II bike lanes exist on both sides of SR 140 from Plainsburg Road to Sutter Street.
A Class II bike lane is defined as a lane within a street or roadway designed for the oneway use of bicycles. It is an on-street facility with signs, striped lane markings, and
pavement legends. (Draft EIR page 4.8-9)
Development of the Proposed Project would not hinder or eliminate an existing
designated bikeway because there are no bike lanes in proximity to the project site, and
the Proposed Project would not alter the existing street system.
The PCP EIR found that the increase in the number of bicycle riders in the community,
either as local commute activity, as shopping trips to new retail opportunities or as part
of travel between area residences and school, could increase the probability of conflict
between automobiles and bicyclists, particularly on those streets where facilities for
bicycles are unavailable (Draft EIR page 4.8-24). Planada Community Policy CI 3.1
works to establish a pedestrian and bicycle friendly environment that includes both onand off-street pedestrian and bicycle facilities to encourage non-vehicular travel in the
community. In addition, Mitigation Measure 4.8-4 requires installation of Class II bike
lanes along major roadways, as shown below.
PCP EIR Mitigation Measure 4.8-4
4.8-4

Install Class II bike lanes on Major Roadways, consistent with the
proposed Community Plan roadway cross-sections, including the
following:
•

Plainsburg Road from the northern PCP area boundary to SR 140
to Gerard Avenue;
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•
•

Childs Avenue from the western border of Planada to Hupp Street,
and
Santa Fe Avenue from Childs Avenue to the southern boundary of
Planada.

The Proposed Project would contribute to the increases in bicyclists and traffic. In and
of itself, the project-related increases would not be substantial, but overtime, as the
remainder of the Community Plan builds out, there could be increased conflicts.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-4 would ensure that bicyclists traveling to and from the project
site would have safe routes. The Proposed Project would provide bike lanes along its
frontages on Childs Avenue and Santa Fe Avenue, which would partially implement
Mitigation Measure 4.8-4. For these reasons, this is an impact for which the PCP EIR
is adequate.
Pedestrian Facilities
Sidewalks are limited within Planada but are present along SR 140, in the newer
residential areas and near schools. In older areas there are often no sidewalks. Portions
of collector roadways have few sidewalks with many gaps and undeveloped adjacent
parcels (Draft EIR 4.8-9). The only sidewalks adjacent to the project site are on Topeka
Street.
The Draft EIR found that development under the PCP would likely result in additional
pedestrians walking along Planada’s streets (Impact 4.8-5 on pages 4.8-24 through 4.827 of the Draft EIR). The primary routes would be between residential development,
schools and retail stores. The PCP calls for sidewalks on Planada’s streets and
prioritizes areas where sidewalks should be installed, including sidewalks that would be
needed to remedy existing deficiencies (see Figure 3-7 in Chapter 3 of the Draft EIR).
The priority sidewalk map is intended to be used by the County to pursue Active
Transportation Program (ATP) grant funding, and to apply for “Measure V” funds, which
was passed by County voters in the 2016 General Election and provides a ½ cent sales
tax for transportation improvements, including complete streets such as sidewalks and
bike paths. In addition, Mitigation Measure 4.8-5 requires that sidewalks be constructed
along the roads that would carry the most vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-5
(a) Implement Mitigation Measure 4.8-1 (Install a signal or roundabout at SR
140/Plainsburg Road, and a signal at Childs Avenue/Plainsburg Road) and
Mitigation Measure 4.8-7(b) (Install a signal or roundabout at SR 140/Sutter
Street).
(b) Complete the installation of sidewalks along the following road segments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plainsburg Road from SR 140 to Gerard Avenue,
Childs Avenue from the western border of Planada to Hupp Street,
Hupp Street from Childs Avenue to Broadway,
Fancher Street, from Broadway to Haskell Avenue,
Haskell Avenue, from Fancher Street to Bigler Drive,
Bigler Drive, from Haskell Avenue to Sutter Street, and
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•

Sutter Street, from Bigler Drive to SR 140.

The required sidewalk improvements would be achieved in several ways. Development
along Childs Avenue and Plainsburg Road, such as the Proposed Project, would be
required to provide frontage improvements along the development parcel, including
sidewalks. All new development would be required to pay its proportionate share toward
roadway improvements, including sidewalks, which would be incorporated into the
County’s Bridge and Thoroughfare program. These fee funds in combination with ATP
and Measure V funds (if received) would be used to complete the sidewalks along the
major street sections that would be primary pedestrian routes.
Mitigation Measure 4.8-5 also requires signals or roundabouts at the intersections of
Plainsburg Road and Childs Avenue, SR 140 and Plainsburg Road and SR 140 and
Sutter Street. Signals would feature pedestrian controls and roundabouts would be
designed to enhance pedestrian safety, which would ensure that pedestrians could
safely cross SR 140 to the retail services on the north, and to cross Plainsburg Road
and Childs Avenue to access the elementary and middle schools.
For the Proposed Project, the primary pedestrian routes would likely be between the
project site and local schools. The Proposed Project provides for sidewalks along Childs
Avenue and Santa Fe Avenue. Elementary students would attend Planada Elementary
School, which is located to the east along Childs Avenue. In the near term, students
living in the project site would be able to use the sidewalks constructed by the Proposed
Project, and the existing sidewalk on the northern side of Childs Avenue east of Santa
Fe Avenue. A signal is planned for Childs Avenue and Santa Fe Avenue, allowing
students to cross safely. Middle school students would be able to walk through the
project site to Topeka Street, and then travel west to the Chavez Middle School. There
are sidewalks already in place along this route. Ultimately, there would be sidewalks on
both sides of Childs Avenue. Because the project students would be able to walk to
school on routes with sidewalks, and the Proposed Project would construct sidewalks
consistent with the PCP and mitigation measures, pedestrian facilities needed by the
Proposed Project would be provided, and the Proposed Project would not substantially
increase the risk between pedestrians and vehicles. Therefore, this is an impact for
which the PCP EIR is adequate.
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Issues

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

£

£

¢

£

£

£

¢

£

17. TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES
a.

Would the project cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a
tribal cultural resource, defined in Public
Resources Code section 21074 as
either a site, feature, place, cultural
landscape that is geographically defined
in terms of the size and scope of the
landscape, sacred place, or object with
cultural value to a California Native
American tribe, and that is:
i) Listed or eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historical
Resources, or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in Public
Resources
Code section 5020.1(k), or
ii) A resource determined by the lead
agency, in its discretion and supported
by substantial evidence, to be significant
pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources
Code Section 5024.1. In applying the
criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of
Public Resource Code Section 5024.1,
the lead agency shall consider the
significance of the resource to a
California Native American tribe.

Discussion
Tribal cultural resources are discussed in new Section 17 in Chapter 2, Changes to the Draft
EIR, of the PCP Final EIR.
a., b.

No tribal cultural resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 21074 have
been identified in the Planada area. The County has not received a request from any
tribe for consultation under AB 52. During the Planada Community Plan process, the
County notified six tribes to inform them of the pending Community Plan, but did not
receive any requests for consultation. During preparation of the 2030 Merced County
General Plan, the County did not receive any requests for consultation from any tribe,
nor comments expressing concerns for sacred lands within the County. The project site
was subjected to a complete cultural resource field survey in September 2016. Soil
visibility was excellent due to disking and a worn pedestrian path through the project
site. No prehistoric or historic cultural resources were encountered during the field
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survey. 37 For these reasons, it is not anticipated that tribal cultural resources are
present in the project site, and the impact would be less than significant.

37 Peak and Associates, Inc., Cultural Resource Assessment of the Planada Self-Help Housing Project, October 7,
2016, page 8.
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Issues

18.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS.
Would the project:
a.

Exceed wastewater treatment
requirements of the applicable
Regional Water Quality Control
Board?

£

£

¢

£

b.

Require or result in the construction
of new water or wastewater
treatment facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant
environmental effects?

£

¢

£

£

c.

Require or result in the construction
of new storm water drainage
facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant
environmental effects?

£

£

¢

£

d.

Have sufficient water supplies
available to serve the project from
existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded
entitlements needed?

£

¢

£

£

e.

Result in a determination by the
wastewater treatment provider
which serves or may serve the
project that it has adequate
capacity to serve the project’s
projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments?

£

£

¢

£

f.

Be served by a landfill with
sufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid
waste disposal needs?

£

£

¢

£

£

£

¢

£

g. Comply with federal, state, and local
statutes, and regulations related to
solid waste?

Discussion
Impacts related to utilities service are evaluated in Section 4.9 of the PCP Draft EIR, as revised
in Chapter 2, Changes to the Draft EIR, of the Final EIR. Note that most of these revisions
corrected errors in impact numbering. In addition, methods of analysis and standards of
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significance were added for solid waste (these items had been inadvertently omitted from the
Draft EIR).
The Planada Community Services District (PCSD) provides water and wastewater service to the
community of Planada. Merced County is responsible for stormwater drainage facilities. Solid
waste is taken to a landfill operated by the Merced County Solid Waste Regional Agency
(MCSWRA).
a., b.,
d., e. Wastewater
Wastewater facilities are described on pages 4.9-16 and 4.9-18 of the Draft EIR.
Impacts due to increased demand for wastewater treatment are discussed in Impacts
4.9-4 through 4.9-6 on pages 4.9-21 through 4.9-27 of the Draft EIR.
As discussed on page 4.9-16 of the Draft EIR, the PCSD owns and operates the
wastewater treatment and disposal facilities located approximately one-half mile
southeast of Planada (see Draft EIR Figure 4.9-2). The wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) was recently upgraded to alter its treatment and disposal processes.
Originally, the WWTP produced disinfected secondary treated effluent and discharged
treated wastewater to Miles Creek. The upgraded WWTP provides undisinfected
secondary treatment. Disposal of effluent is done by reclamation; that is, the treated
effluent is discharged to agricultural fields used for crops that are not intended for human
consumption. Discharges to the creek ended in 2015. (Draft EIR 4.9-16)
The WWTP operates under Waste Discharge Requirement Order R5-2013-0021, issued
by the Central Valley Regional Quality Control Board, which allows for an ultimate
treatment and disposal capacity of 0.75 mgd. Phase 1 of the expansion, recently
completed, increased treatment capacity to 0.75 mgd, but that will be limited to 0.58 mgd
until additional reclamation areas are obtained to be used for discharge. (Draft EIR page
4.9-16)
The current flow of wastewater to the WWTP is approximately 0.35 mgd. The WWTP
has experienced a significant drop in flows, from approximately 0.50 mgd in 2008 to 0.35
in 2015. This decline was likely due at least in part to water conservation measures
during the drought combined with a decline in occupancy at farm labor camps. (Draft
EIR page 4.9-16)
The PCSD currently has approximately 1,181 sewer service connections, some of which
serve multiple dwelling units. Total units served by the PCSD are estimated to be
approximately 1,400. (Draft EIR page 4.9-18)
The PCSD wastewater conveyance system contains 11 miles of 2”, 4”, 6”, 8”, and 12”
sewer lines and one lift station. The existing Main Lift station has a pumping capacity of
2.02 mgd. (Draft EIR page 4.9-18)
The Proposed Project would generate approximately 21,600 gallons per day of
wastewater, or 0.021 mgd. Under existing conditions, this would bring the amount of
wastewater requiring treatment to approximately 0.37 mgd, which is well within the
existing capacity of 0.58 mgd. As discussed in Impact 4.9-4 on pages 4.9-21 through
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4.9-25 of the Draft EIR, at buildout of the Planada Community Plan, the total wastewater
generation is projected to be approximately 0.83 mgd. This would exceed the planned
capacity of the WWTP by 0.08 mgd, or approximately 10 percent. This figure is
considered conservative, because there are several factors that could reduce
wastewater generation, such as the installation of water meters. The PCSD recognized
that the WWTP expansion would meet only a portion of the WWTP treatment demand
from anticipated growth within the Planada Community. (Draft EIR page 4.9-22)
The Planada Community Plan includes a number of policies and implementation
measures requiring that public services and utilities are adequate to serve new
development, including a requirement for confirmation that the PCSD can serve new
development, such as the Proposed Project. Further, when the WWTP reaches 80
percent of capacity, the County will consult with the PCSD regarding the anticipated
demand and planning for WWTP expansion, and, if 90 percent capacity is reached, the
County will enact a moratorium on new development (Policy PS 2.2.b). These measures
would ensure that new development is brought on line only when the WWTP has
adequate treatment and disposal capacity and that there is adequate time to upgrade
and/or expand the WWTP as needed to serve buildout of the Community Plan, including
the Proposed Project.
The PCP EIR also considered the need for additional wastewater conveyance facilities
(Impact 4.9-5). Two future lift stations would be needed to serve development north of
Childs Avenue and west of Plainsburg Avenue and east of Cody Avenue. Development
of the project site would not require any sewer infrastructure beyond connecting to
existing sewer lines.
Because the increase in wastewater resulting from the Proposed Project was included in
the PCP EIR analysis, and wastewater treatment and conveyance will be adequate to
serve the Proposed Project, the increase in wastewater would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Water Supply
Water supply and facilities for the Planada Community are described on pages 4.9-1
through 4.9-6 of the Draft EIR. Impacts 4.9-1 through 4.9-3 evaluate the increased
demand for water and associated impacts on pages 4.9-11 through 4.9-15 of the Draft
EIR. A Water Supply Assessment (WSA) was prepared by QK, Inc. in November 2016
and provides the basis of the setting and impact analysis contained in the Draft EIR.
The WSA is provided in Appendix H of the Draft EIR.
Potable water is provided to the community by the PCSD.
The District serves
approximately 1,300 water connections and its production capacity is about 4.3 million
gallons per day (mgd). In 2015, district-wide demand was 287 million gallons (mg) or
880 acre feet per year (AFY). The average daily demand was 790,000 gallons per day
(gpd). Water demand has decreased in recent years. For example, in 2007
average demand was 1.1 million gallons per day (mgd) and 426 mg per year or
1,307 AFY. Average demand per person is approximately 182 gpd. (Draft EIR page
4.9-5)
The Proposed Project would have a demand of approximately 0.054 gallons per day
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(assuming 4.1 persons per household, based on the 2010 census). The PCSD has
ample supply to meet this demand under existing conditions, and would continue to be
able to meet demand under buildout of the Planada Community Plan. A Water Supply
Assessment (WSA) was prepared for the Planada Community Plan, as required by SB
610 (Appendix H in the PCP Draft EIR). The WSA concluded that the PCSD will be able
to meet the demand for water through buildout of the PCP (see Impact 4.9-1 on pages
4.9-11 and 4.9-12 of the PCP Draft EIR). No constraints to obtaining the increased
groundwater supply were identified, and the WSA states that district engineering design
standards are in place to ensure that system reliability is maintained as the groundwater
system is expanded (Draft EIR 4.9-12). The WSA assumed development of the project
site under the current zoning, so the conclusion that water supply is available applies to
the Proposed Project as well as the PCP in its entirety.
The Draft EIR also evaluated the need for additional infrastructure to serve buildout of
the Planada Community Plan (Impact 4.9-2). New and upgraded water lines would be
required as development occurs. The Proposed Project would connect to existing water
lines, and would pay connection fees which would be used by the PCSD to upgrade and
expand its facilities as needed.
The Proposed Project would contribute to cumulative increases in demand for water
supply and conveyance (Impact 4.9-3). As discussed above, the WSA assumed
buildout of the Planada community, and concluded that water supply would be sufficient
to meet demand from existing and future development. However, as discussed on page
4.9-15 and in Item IXb, above, the PCP, including the Proposed Project, would
contribute to cumulative lowering of aquiver levels, which would be a significant and
unavoidable impact. Because the Proposed Project is consistent with the assumptions of
the PCP WSA, water supply and conveyance would be adequate to serve the Proposed
Project, and the Proposed Project would not make the impact on groundwater more
severe than indicted in the PCP EIR, this is an impact for which the PCP EIR is
adequate. For a more detailed discussion of impacts on groundwater levels, please see
Item IX.b, above.
c.

Storm drainage facilities in Planada are addressed on pages 4.9-27 through 4.9-29 of
the PCP Draft EIR. Impacts on the storm drain system are addressed in Impacts 4.9-7
and 4.9-8 on pages 4.9-31 and 4.9-32 of the PCP Draft EIR. Drainage within Planada is
routed through a County-operated drainage system to a drainage basin located in the
southwest portion of the community. New development, including the Proposed Project,
would increase stormwater runoff that would need to be conveyed through this system.
All new development must include a drainage system designed to the County’s
Stormwater Management Manual Drainage standards. In addition, drainage facilities
must comply with the NPDES General Permit for construction, and the County’s Phase II
MSR permit, which addresses project measures designed to ensure that water quality is
not degraded due to runoff. These measures would ensure that the storm drainage
system is adequate, and that substantial environmental impacts related to flooding and
drainage do not occur as the result of new development. Therefore, would be a lessthan-significant impact. Please see Item IX g., h. for a discussion of development in
the 100-year floodplain.

f., g.

Solid waste services and facilities in Merced County are described on pages 4.9-32
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through 4.9-34 of the PCP Draft EIR. Impacts stemming from increased solid waste
generation are addressed in Impacts 4.9-9 and 4.9-10 on pages 4.9-36 and 4.9-37 of the
Draft EIR.
Solid waste services and facilities in Planada are governed by the Merced County Solid
Waste Regional Agency (MCSWRA), which was established through a Joint Powers
Agreement between the County and the cities of Atwater, Dos Palos, Gustine,
Livingston, Los Banos, and Merced. The Merced County Department of Public Services,
Solid Waste Management Division, administers solid waste disposal operations in the
county. (Draft EIR page 4.9-32)
The MCSWRA owns and operates two active solid waste landfills. Planada waste is
taken to the Highway 59 landfill. The Highway 59 Landfill currently has a remaining
capacity of almost 24 million cubic yards (Draft EIR on page 4.9-33). Therefore, there
would be adequate capacity to accept the additional solid waste generated by the
Proposed Project under existing conditions (see Impact 4.9-9 on Draft EIR page 4.9-6).
The PCP EIR also considered the effects of cumulative increases in solid waste (see
Impact 4.9-10 on Draft EIR pages 4.9-36 and 4.9-37). The MCSWRA is responsible for
ensuring that the cumulative solid waste disposal capacity needs of its member
jurisdictions are met over time through expansion of existing landfill capacity, creation of
new landfill capacity, and/or deployment of waste conversion technology that substitutes
for landfill disposal capacity. The MCSWRA recently approved expansion plans for the
Highway 59 Landfill. The expansion is intended to provide waste management services
to accommodate future growth in the landfill’s service area, which includes Merced
County, until at least 2035. The expansion would extend the life of the landfill by
approximately 15 years and design capacity by 6,857,000 cubic yards. In addition to the
additional landfill capacity, the MCSWRA is implementing several waste diversion
strategies that would reduce the amount of waste from entering the landfill. The
Proposed Project would contribute to cumulative increases in the amount of solid waste
that requires land filling, but not beyond the levels anticipated during planning for
expansion of the Highway 50 landfill.
Because solid waste from the Proposed Project was considered in the solid waste
impacts of the Planada Community Plan, and there would be adequate landfill capacity
to accept project solid waste under existing and cumulative conditions, this is a lessthan-significant impact.
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Issues

19.

Potentially
Significant
Impact

Impact for
which PCP EIR
is Adequate

Less-than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

MANDATORY FINDINGS OF
SIGNIFICANCE.
a.

Does the project have the potential
to degrade the quality of the
environment, substantially reduce
the habitat of a fish or wildlife
species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to
eliminate a plant or animal
community, reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or
endangered plant or animal or
eliminate important examples of
the major periods of California
history or prehistory?

£

¢

£

£

b.

Does the project have impacts that
are individually limited, but
cumulatively considerable?
("Cumulatively considerable"
means that the incremental effects
of a project are considerable when
viewed in connection with the
effects of past projects, the effects
of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future
projects)?

£

¢

£

£

c.

Does the project have
environmental effects which will
cause substantial adverse effects
on human beings, either directly or
indirectly?

£

¢

£

£

Discussion
a.

As discussed under Item 4, Biological Resources, the project site does contain potential
habitat for several different special-status species. PCP EIR mitigation measures
identified in Section 4.3 of the Draft EIR, as delineated in Item 4, would ensure that
special-status species were not directly harmed, and that there would be compensation
for habitat that was lost as a result of the Proposed Project. With mitigation, the habitat
would not be substantially reduced, no species would be made to fall below a selfsustaining level, and the number and range of special status species would not be
reduced. As discussed in Item 5, Cultural Resources, mitigation measures identified in
Section 4.4 of the Draft EIR would ensure that significant historic and prehistoric
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archaeological resources are properly identified and treated. There are no buildings
within the project site, so there would be no impact on historic structures. With
implementation of identified mitigation measures, project-specific impacts on biological
and cultural resources would be less than significant. Therefore, these are impacts for
which the PCP EIR is adequate.
b.

The Proposed Project would contribute to many of the cumulative impacts identified in
the PCP EIR, as discussed in Items 1 through 18. Where the cumulative contribution of
the Proposed Project would be considerable, it would be required to comply with the
mitigation measures identified in the PCP EIR. In most cases, the identified mitigation
would reduce cumulative impacts to a less-than-significant level.
For example, the
Proposed Project would contribute to cumulative impacts on archaeological and
paleontological resources (Impacts 4.4-4 and 4.4-6) but mitigation would adequately
protect these resources (see Item 5). The Proposed Project would also contribute to
cumulative increases in traffic congestion (Impacts 4.8-7 and 4.8-8) and transit demand
(Impact 4.8-9), but with mitigation, these cumulative traffic impacts would be less than
significant (see Item 16). Similarly, the Proposed Project would contribute toward
cumulative increases in the demand for wastewater conveyance and treatment, water
supply and conveyance, drainage facilities and solid waste disposal (Impacts 4.9-1, 4.92 and 4.9-4 through 4.9-10). As discussed in Item 18, the project demand for these
services and facilities was anticipated in the PCP EIR, and the Proposed Project would
therefore not result in more severe impacts.
The Proposed Project would contribute to cumulative increases in air emissions (Impact
4.2-5). As discussed in Item 2, the Proposed Project would implement mitigation that
would reduce project air emissions, but some emissions would still occur. Similarly, the
Proposed Project would contribute to the cumulative increases the loss or degradation of
special-status species habitat (Impact 4.3-8), increased greenhouse gasses (Impacts
4.5-1 and 4.5-2), increased traffic noise in existing neighborhoods (Impact 4.7-7) and
lowering of the groundwater aquifer (Impact 4.9-3). With the exception of the cumulative
impact on the groundwater aquifer, mitigation measures are available to reduce these
cumulative impacts, although the impacts would remain significant. The Proposed
Project would be required to implement the applicable mitigation measures, as
discussed in Items 4, 7 and 12. Further, the Proposed Project was assumed in the EIR
analysis of these issues, so it would not result in cumulative impacts that are more
severe than disclosed in the PCP EIR. As discussed previously, the Board of
Supervisors considered the significant and unavoidable impacts of the PCP, including
those to which the Proposed Project would contribute, and adopted a Statement of
Overriding Considerations, which explained why the benefits of the PCP would outweigh
the significant and unavoidable impacts.
There are several cumulative impacts that would be significant and unavoidable under
the PCP, but that the Proposed Project would not contribute to. As discussed in Item 1,
the project site is composed of Farmland of Local Importance, so Proposed Project
would not contribute to the significant cumulative loss of Important Farmland (PCP EIR
Impact 4.1-4). Similarly, the project site does not contain wetland or other sensitive
habitat (Impact 4.3-9) or wildlife migration corridors (Impact 4.3-10), so it would not
contribute to the cumulative impacts on these resources.
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In summary, the PCP EIR anticipated the development of the Proposed Project in its
analysis of cumulative impacts, and the Proposed Project would not result in new or
more severe cumulative impacts. Therefore, the project contribution toward cumulative
impacts has been adequately analyzed, and these are impacts for which the EIR is
adequate.
c.

As discussed throughout this Checklist, potential impacts on human beings that could
occur as a result of the Proposed Project would be less than significant or could be
reduced to less-than-significant levels with mitigation identified in the Draft EIR.
Therefore, these are impacts for which the EIR is adequate.
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4. Environmental Factors Potentially Affected
Those factors checked below involve impacts that are “Potentially Significant”:
Aesthetics
Biological Resources
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions
Land Use/Planning
Population/Housing
Transportation/Traffic
Mandatory Findings of
Sig.

Agriculture Resources
Cultural Resources
Hazards & Hazardous
Materials
Mineral Resources
Public Services
Tribal Cultural Resources
X None After Mitigation
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